
ABSTRACT 

BURKE, MOLLY CATHERINE. An Analysis of Economic Impacts and Spatial Influence of 

Transload Facilities. (Under the direction of Drs. Daniel Findley and George List). 

 

Transload facilities are a type of transportation infrastructure specific to the freight 

industry where freight goods are transferred from truck to rail car, and vice versa. These facilities 

are thought to be a source of economic benefit because of their ability to provide nearby shippers 

with greater accessibility to an increased variety of, and potentially less costly, modes of 

transportation. However, the economic benefits realized after the construction of transload 

facilities have not yet been numerically quantified. 

This thesis examines the economic impact and spatial influence of transload facilities 

through quantitative analysis. The following examination is made up of two parts: first, an 

economic analysis focused on recently constructed transload facilities, and second, a spatial 

analysis focused on the relationship between the urbanness or ruralness of transload facilities and 

their range of influence.  

In the economic analysis, facilities having been constructed in the year 2001 or later are 

defined as ‘newly constructed.’ 14 facilities were determined to be newly constructed, and the 

counties in which the newly constructed facilities are located were identified. For each county 

containing a newly constructed facility, a minimum of five counties within the same state having 

similar median household income, population density, and degree of freeway access were 

identified. Sums of employment and sales volume between 2003 and 2019 were compared 

between counties containing newly constructed facilities and corresponding similar counties. 

Percent differences in employment and sales volume with reference to values measured during 

the facility’s year of construction were calculated for years between 2003 and 2019. The percent 

differences associated with counties containing newly constructed transload facilities were 

compared to the average percent differences associated with the corresponding similar counties. 

Growth in employment and sales volume was generally greater in counties containing newly 

constructed transload facilities compared to similar counties not containing transload facilities. 

Analysis of business records associated with the transportation and warehousing industries 

yielded similar results.  

In the spatial analysis, 33 facilities in Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina were 

studied. The urbanness or ruralness of each facility was determined by evaluating the 2016 



edition of the National Land Cover Database (NLCD). A twenty-mile radius was drawn around 

each facility, and the amount of land classified as ‘developed’ was used to calculate a ‘Percent 

Developed’ value. Estimates of trips originating and ending within the one-mile radius 

surrounding each facility were gathered through Streetlight analysis. Traffic information was 

used to calculate the average trip distance and average trip duration weighted by trip frequency 

for each facility. Percent Developed values and corresponding average trip distance and average 

trip duration were compared. This comparison suggested a negative relationship between the 

intensity of development and trip distance and trip duration. Facilities in more rural areas tend to 

generate trips that are longer in distance and duration, while facilities in more urban areas tend to 

generate trips that are shorter in distance in duration.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background information 

In the United States, trucks are used to transport approximately 73% of the nation’s 

freight by weight[1]. When compared to other modes of transportation, such as rail, air, or 

vessel, hauling freight by truck is arguably the most flexible option. Roadways offer an 

expansive network with freedom of entry and exit, whereas railroads, airports, and ports come 

with more limitations. However, the flexibility afforded by trucks comes with the costs 

associated with fuel prices, congestion, air emissions, and significant use of roadway 

infrastructure durability. While these costs aren’t always born directly by the shipper, they 

represent a sizeable cost to society. 

Transloading, “taking product from trucks to railcars or vice versa,” seeks to address the 

conundrum of flexibility versus cost that is associated with trucking[2]. In its earliest form, 

transloading was practiced through “team tracks,” where teams of horses were loaded or 

unloaded next to rail tracks as a way of serving shippers who did not have their own rail spur[2]. 

In today’s world, the spirit of team tracks lives on in the form of transload facilities, spaces 

dedicated to transloading. These facilities usually offer several methods of freight transfer (e.g., 

portable vacuum or air conveyor, bulk conveyor, etc.), services and use of equipment (e.g., air 

compressors, scales, hot water heating, etc.), and sometimes warehousing opportunities. 

Transload facilities create the opportunity for shippers to haul freight by rail for the majority of a 

trip while using trucks for initial pick up or final delivery. Doing so reduces the portion of freight 

hauls that is carried out by trucks, thereby reducing fuel costs, congestion, emissions, and 

damage to roadway infrastructure.  
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The reduction in shipping costs made possible by transload facilities directly benefits 

shippers but has also been shown to create economic opportunities within nearby communities. 

According to Spring, transload “creates the ability to attract new or increase volumes of business 

or new suppliers.”[3] Recognizing the benefits inherent to reducing truck traffic volumes, as well 

as the potential for attracting businesses enticed by reduced shipping costs, some government 

entities have taken interest in exploring transload facilities as a source of stimulus for regional 

economies. This interest in transload facilities as an economic investment has motivated 

interesting research efforts in the field of transloading, some of which will be addressed in the 

following section.  

1.2 Literature review 

1.2.1 Transload facilities as an economic investment 

When it comes to exploring the use of transload facilities as an economic investment, the 

state of Arkansas is arguably the most publicly invested government entity in the United States. 

The best evidence of this is a 2017 report prepared by the Arkansas State Highway and 

Transportation Department (ArDOT) Transportation Research Committee entitled “Locating 

Transload Facilities to Ease Highway Congestion and Safeguard the Environment.” [4] 

Prepared for ArDOT and the Arkansas Economic Development Commission (AEDC), 

the report identifies proposed transload facility locations in several counties in Arkansas based 

on the Arkansas Statewide Travel Demand Model (AR-STDM) and stakeholder interviews. The 

methodology used for planning the location of transload facilities based on state travel demand 

models is well documented in a separate publication.[5] The report goes on to estimate the cost 

of constructing a facility at each of the proposed locations, the methodology for which is also 

well documented in a separate publication.[6] Finally, the report describes the use of IMPLAN 
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(IMpact analysis for PLANing) to estimate the economic benefits of each proposed facility 

location. The IMPLAN analysis evaluated variables including employment (persons) and output 

(millions of $) across different sectors to determine the potential impacts of each proposed 

facility location.  

A similar type of exploratory report that details potential facility locations next to an 

existing railroad spur in Airway Heights, Washington, was prepared for the Washington State 

Department of Transportation (WSDOT).[7] The report discusses the need for a transload facility 

in the area, existing operations along the spur, and potential users and demand for transloading 

services, then presents potential sites and designs for a transload facility.  

In comparison to the ArDOT report, the scope of the WSDOT report is much smaller. 

The purpose of the report prepared for WSDOT is to explore the possibility of constructing a 

transload facility along a specific railroad spur, the Geiger Spur, while the purpose of the report 

prepared for ArDOT is to explore the possibility of constructing a transload facility anywhere in 

the state. The WSDOT report presents four potential configurations of transload facilities, but the 

general location of the facility was already specified when WSDOT requested the report. 

The ArDOT report also focuses on presenting a methodology for predicting the economic 

impact of transload facilities, whereas the report prepared for WSDOT does not. The WSDOT 

reports that Spokane Area Economic Development Council (EDC) predicts that the Geiger Spur 

project and transload facility will retain 400 jobs and five rail-dependent manufacturers. The 

EDC predicts that in the future the proposed facility will create 5,000 to 7,000 new jobs in the 

county and represent an “advanced international freight logistics hub.” However, the report does 

not discuss how these predictions were calculated.  
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While Arkansas and Washington are the only states found to be sponsoring these kinds of 

detailed exploratory reports at the time of this literature review, there are most likely other states 

and government entities exploring transload facilities as an economic investment who have not 

made documentation of their efforts publicly available.  

Two examples were found of government entities who have already invested in 

transloading. In 2006, it was reported that the developers of a proposed transload facility in 

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, received a combined investment from the provincial government of 

$2.4 million towards the project.[8] Nova Scotia’s Office of Economic Development was said to 

be providing a $750,000 secured, forgivable loan, while Nova Scotia Business Inc. was said to 

be providing “a payroll rebate of up to $1.65 million over five years based on the creation of up 

to 180 new jobs resulting from the project.” In 2019, it was reported that the state of 

Pennsylvania was investing in a variety of rail infrastructure projects, some of which involved 

supporting transload efforts.[9] Investments were made in projects involving the installation of 

new transload equipment, the addition or upgrade of railroad tracks to better suit transloading, 

and the addition of track to allow for the construction of new transloading sites. Again, there are 

most likely other states and government entities making similar investments in transloading 

infrastructure that are not advertised to the public. The examples discussed here are presented in 

press briefs, making the information easily accessible.  

1.2.2 Location selection for future transload facilities 

In addition to the research efforts discussed previously that focus on the process of 

transload facility site selection, National Cooperative Freight Research Program (NCFRP) 

Report 13 presents guidance for public officials on locating freight facilities.[10] The report, 

entitled “Freight Facility Location Selection: A Guide for Public Officials,” was published in 
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2001. While the report isn’t specific to transload facilities, it does define transload terminals as a 

type of freight facility. The report is divided into chapters focused on evaluating the impacts and 

benefits of freight facilities, describing the site selection process, explaining how candidate sites 

are evaluated, and discussing complicating factors in freight facility site selection.  

In describing the site selection process, the report describes proximity and/or access to 

markets, especially supply chain networks, as being “the most important driving factor that 

determines the region or community where a freight facility will locate.” Government incentives 

may be considered as a deciding factor; however, this comes second to meeting the market 

access requirement. The report also cautions that “freight location decisions rarely respond to a 

‘build it and they will come’ approach by the public sector.” However, the report also notes that 

support infrastructure can serve as an incentive if other necessary factors exist.  

Factors dictating freight facility site selection are further discussed in the chapter 

dedicated to the process of evaluating candidate sites. This chapter includes a table, replicated on 

the following page as Table 1.1, that reinforces the importance of market access. The table 

reports primary factors for transload terminal site selection to be market access and interaction 

with the transportation network. Important factors include labor and workforce, total cost 

environment, availability and cost of suitable facilities, and permitting and regulation. Public 

sector assistance and incentives are reported to be a lesser factor.  

The recommendations on transload facility site selection made in NCHRP Report 13 are 

less technical than other research efforts discussed previously. Instead, the report focuses more 

on the big picture ideas and priorities dictating freight facility site location. The broad nature of 

the report makes it useful for all levels of public officials, serving to support the use of freight 

infrastructure as a form of economic investment on a variety of scales.   
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Table 1.1: Site selection criteria by facility type (sourced from NCHRP Report 13, pg. 54) 

 

1.2.3 Use of truck traffic information 

The last section of this literature review discusses research that focuses primarily on 

waterborne transload facilities. In 2020, Asborno and others published a study which uses 

anonymous truck Global Positioning System (GPS) data to approximate commodity throughput 

at inland waterway ports.[11] First, the authors combined truck movement data with commodity 

flows through locks based on spatial and temporal components. This combined dataset was used 

as input for a multicommodity assignment problem which was solved using goal programming. 

The result is a “quantification of port throughput by commodity and mode.” The authors report 
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the application of this optimization model to include estimating multimodal commodity-based 

freight fluidity performance measures, use in multimodal freight travel demand models, 

informing site selection for waterborne freight transload facilities, and performing scenario 

planning and resilience evaluations.  

The application of the methodology proposed by Asborno and others can be applied in 

any instance where truck GPS data and inland navigable waterways with aggregated commodity 

flow data are available. Because this thesis focuses on transload facilities that aren’t necessarily 

waterborne, this methodology isn’t applicable. However, this research is relevant in that it sets a 

precedent for utilizing traffic information to study intermodal freight facilities. This precedent 

will help support some of the analysis methodologies presented in this document.  

1.3 Gaps in literature  

Notable efforts have been made to predict the potential economic impacts of proposed 

transload facilities. These predictions are oftentimes prepared at the request of a government 

entity, such as a state-level department of transportation or commerce, that is interested in the 

possibility of investing in a transload facility as a form of economic stimulus. For this reason, the 

scope of previous efforts has been limited to proposed facilities within the geographic areas tied 

to the government entity requesting the exploratory analysis. Up to this point, research has not 

been conducted that focuses on analyzing the economic impacts realized after a transload facility 

has been constructed. Research has not been conducted that evaluates the impact of transload 

facilities located throughout the United States rather than evaluating facilities in one state or 

region.  

Efforts have also been made to incorporate traffic information in research related to 

transload facilities. As previously discussed, a methodology for using state travel demand models 
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to locate transload facilities has been proposed and truck traffic information has been used to 

estimate port throughput. However, traffic information has not yet been used to analyze the 

spatial range of existing transload facilities.  

1.4 Research questions 

In the interest of addressing the gaps in literature and methodological precedents 

described previously, the following research questions served as the basis for the research 

presented in this thesis:  

o What are the quantitative economic impacts experienced by communities located 

near newly constructed transload facilities? 

o Does the presence or lack of development surrounding a transload facility have a 

relationship to its spatial range, approximated through truck traffic information?  

1.5 Document organization 

This document is comprised of five chapters. This chapter, Chapter 1, introduces current 

research in the field of transload facilities and identifies the gaps in literature and resulting 

research questions that guided the efforts presented here. The remaining chapters can be 

described as follows: 

o Chapter 2 describes the procedure used to create a searchable and mappable 

transload facilities database. This database served as an important data source for 

the following analysis. 

o Chapter 3 presents an economic analysis of newly constructed transload facilities. 

Data used, methodology, results, and conclusions are presented. 

o Chapter 4 presents an analysis of the spatial range of transload facilities based on 

traffic information. Data used, methodology, and conclusions are presented. 
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o Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions and implications of the economic and 

special analyses. Opportunities for future research are presented.   
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2 Creation of transload facilities database  

2.1 Use of Bulk Transporter’s Bulk Transload Facilities Directory 

Research began with the creation of a database detailing transload facilities within the 

United States. The intention in creating such a database was to consolidate data regarding the 

location, contact information, and operational characteristics for all known transload facilities in 

a searchable and geographical format. This was done by recording information listed in the Bulk 

Transload Facilities Directory published by Bulk Transporter.[12] 

Bulk Transporter is a news and media company self-described as “the information source 

for the liquid and dry bulk logistics industry.” Their Bulk Transload Facilities Directory contains 

listings for known transload facilities that are organized by state, and listings typically include 

the facility’s name, address, phone number, rail providers, number of rail spots, and handling 

capabilities. Handling capabilities include products handled (e.g., acids, chemicals (liquid), 

chemicals (dry), asphalt, etc.), services and equipment available (e.g., air compressors, scales, 

liquid pumps and storage tanks, etc.), and methods of dry bulk product transfer (e.g., vacuum 

trailer, auger, blower, etc.). Bulk Transporter has obtained and continues to update this 

information through annual surveys of facilities conducted by mail. The directory has been in 

existence since at least 1995, having been used as a reference for previous research efforts 

related to transload facilities.[3]  

Currently, the directory is made publicly available through Bulk Transporter’s website. 

While Bulk Transporter’s directory contains valuable information, it is limited in application by 

its web page format. By consolidating the same information in a tabular format, the economic 

changes surrounding known transload facilities could be further examined with the assistance of 

geospatial tools.  
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The location of each facility listed in the Bulk Transporter directory was searched in 

Google Earth using either the address listed in the directory or the address listed on the facility’s 

website. A handful of listings provide incomplete addresses, and in the case that a complete 

address could not be found on the facility’s website, the facility was omitted from the database. It 

is also important to note that the directory itself should not be considered an exhaustive list of 

transload facilities within the United States. Facilities that do not respond to Bulk Transporter’s 

annual surveys may not be entered into the directory, or their existing listing may be removed. In 

total, 329 facilities were successfully located. The location of these facilities is shown below in 

Figure 1.  

Figure 2.1: Known transload facilities of the continental United States 
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To examine the impacts of transload facilities over time, it is necessary to know when 

facilities were constructed, and if possible, when facilities began operations. Because this 

information is not readily available, times of construction were approximated using historic 

aerial imagery. A majority of the facilities appeared to be fully constructed and operational at the 

time of the earliest aerial imagery, usually sometime in the mid to late 1990s. The availability of 

aerial imaging before the mid-2010s is irregular, so not all facilities have a consistent historical 

perspective. While the frequency of imaging has increased over time, determining the exact 

construction year of a facility from aerial images alone is imprecise and could be unreliable. The 

determinations made during data collection were based on the best aerial imagery available and, 

therefore, represent a likely range that could deviate by +/- 2 or 3 years.  

Special note was made of facilities constructed in 2001 or later because these facilities 

would go on to serve as the focus of the economic analysis presented in this thesis. 14 facilities 

were approximated to have been constructed in 2001 or after. The location of these facilities is 

included in Figure 1 and is distinguished from other facilities built before 2001.   

The information listed in the Bulk Transporter directory, geographic coordinates obtained 

from Google Earth, and times of construction approximated using historic aerial imagery were 

combined in a tabular format to create a searchable and mappable database of known transload 

facilities within the United States. This database would go on to serve an instrumental role in 

both the economic and spatial analyses presented in the following chapters.  
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2.2 ArcGIS Web App 

In the interest of contributing potentially useful resources to the field of transload facility 

research, the transload facilities database was used to create a Web App using ArcGIS online. A 

screenshot of the Web App can be found below in Figure 3.2, and the Web App can be found at 

the following link: 

https://ncsu.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=2f5061db7b99499f9bf284636f

3816c4  

The Web App allows for interactive exploration of the transload facilities database, 

allowing viewers to access the same information listed in Bulk Transporter’s Bulk Transload 

Facilities Directory by clicking on facility point locations presented on a map of the United 

States. Geographic coordinates and the estimated time of construction are also included in each 

facility’s data record. In addition, viewers are allowed to filter and export records in a CSV file 

format for their own specific uses.  

Figure 2.2: Screenshot of Transload Facilities Database Web App  

https://ncsu.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=2f5061db7b99499f9bf284636f3816c4
https://ncsu.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=2f5061db7b99499f9bf284636f3816c4
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3 Analysis of economic impacts associated with newly constructed transload 

facilities 

3.1 Objective 

Most generally, this analysis aims to investigate the quantitative impacts of the 

construction of transload facilities on the economies of nearby communities. More specifically, 

this analysis intends to measure the direction and magnitude of the economic impacts of 

transload facilities by comparing sums of employment and sales volume in counties containing 

newly constructed transload facilities to sums of employment and sales volume in similar 

counties. The ultimate purpose of investigating the economic impact of transload facilities is to 

inform future decisions regarding the use of transload facilities as a form of economic stimulus.  

3.2 Data  

3.2.1 Study group of transload facilities 

The transload facilities representing the study group for this analysis were selected based 

on their estimated time of construction. As previously discussed in Chapter 3, Section 1, of this 

document, special note was taken of facilities constructed in 2001 or later as times of 

construction were approximated using historic aerial imagery. The 14 facilities found to meet 

this criterion were deemed ‘newly constructed’ and served as the focus of analysis moving 

forward. The names, locations, and estimated years of construction are recorded in Table 3.1 on 

the following page. Aerial images of each facility, regional maps, and links to facility websites 

are included in Appendix A: Profiles of newly constructed transload facilities.  
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Table 3.1: Newly constructed transload facility names, locations, and estimated years of 

construction 

 

 
FACILITY NAME CITY, STATE 

ESTIMATED YEAR 

OF 

CONSTRUCTION 

1 Brookhaven Terminal Yaphank, New York 20111 

2 Foodliner Inc Garden City, Kansas 2012 

3 Grafton Upton Bulk Terminal West Upton, Massachusetts 2010 

4 Greenville & Western Railway Co Williamston, South Carolina 2015 

5 Harnett Transload Intermodal 
Fuquay-Varina, North 

Carolina 
2006 

6 Manly Terminal Manly, Iowa 2007 

7 MILS Gulf Coast Moss Point, Mississippi 2007 

8 Norfolk Southern TBT Streator, Illinois 2013 

9 Rocky Mountain Transload Inc Windsor, Colorado 2010 

10 
Savage Bakken Petroleum Services 

Hub 
Williston, North Dakota 20112 

11 Savage Services Elko, Nevada 20092 

12 Savage Services Big Spring, Texas 2015 

13 Van-G Logistics Selma, California 2009 

14 Watco Transloading Fairview, North Dakota 2013 

 

2001 was chosen as a temporal limit for defining facilities as ‘newly constructed’ for two 

reasons. First, the earliest National Land Cover Database (NLCD) information provided by the 

United States Geological Survey (USGS) is from 2001. While NLCD data played a more 

significant role in the spatial analysis presented in Chapter 4 of this document as opposed to the 

economic analysis presented here, preserving the opportunity to use NLCD data in the economic 

analysis was made a priority. Second, the availability of aerial images taken during the early 

2000s is infrequent, even in heavily populated areas. Approximating the year in which facilities 

were constructed is imprecise when frequent aerial imagery is available, and trying to 

approximate the time of construction when aerial imagery is infrequent would not be reliable.   

 

 
1 Confirmed via press release made available on the facility’s website.  
2 Confirmed via facility representative.  
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In the interest of confirming the year of construction for facilities included in the study 

group, attempts were made to contact each of the 14 facilities through phone and/or email. 

Unfortunately, very few responses were received. This outcome was not altogether surprising 

given that the secretive nature of some transload facilities has been noted in other research 

studies.[13] The time of construction of two facilities was confirmed by a facility representative 

in two cases, and these instances are noted using footnotes in Table 3.1 The time of construction 

of one additional facility was confirmed through a press release linked on a facility’s website. 

The time of construction of the remaining 11 facilities is unconfirmed and based solely on 

estimates based on historic aerial imagery. 

3.2.2 Historical Business Records 

To compare metrics of economic growth before and after the construction of transload 

facilities, historical business records were sourced from Data Axle (formerly known as 

Infogroup)[14]. While the records used for this analysis are part of Data Axle’s historic business 

records database, record queries were conducted using the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton 

Research Data Services (WRDS) platform[15]. Variables comprising the business records 

returned by each query include the following: year of record, company name, street address, city, 

state, ZIP code, primary NAICS code, description of primary NAICS code, location employee 

size, location sales volume, and location latitude and longitude. Location employee size and 

location sales volume represent the metrics of economic growth which serve as the basis of this 

analysis.  

Individual record queries were made associated with each of the 14 ‘newly constructed’ 

transload facilities defined previously. Queries were built to retrieve business records associated 

with counties containing newly constructed facilities and the corresponding ‘similar counties’ 
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serving as a source of comparison. The process of determining ‘similar counties’ will be 

described in detail in Section 3.3.1 of this document.  

Historic business records utilized for this analysis ranged between 2003 and 2019. Data 

Axle’s historic business records database provides information predating 2003, however, the 

initial analysis revealed large differences between values of location employee size and location 

sales volume associated with records from 2002 and 2003. These differences were noticeable 

across records associated with several different states, suggesting a potential shift in data 

collection methods that affected all records during this period. Suspicious of these large 

differences and what they imply regarding data collection, only business records from 2003 and 

later were used for analysis. 2019 is the most recent historic business data available for retrieval.  

3.2.3 2000 Census Information 

To determine a pool of ‘similar counties’ to compare against each county containing a 

newly constructed transload facility, data collected as part of the 2000 Census was used to 

compare median household income and population density at the county level. Data from the 

2000 Census was used specifically because this information predates the construction of any 

facilities included in this analysis. As stated previously, the methodology for determining 

‘similar counties’ will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3.1 of this document. The 2000 Census 

data used in this analysis was obtained through the IPUMS National Historical Geographic 

Information System (NHGIS) Data Finder. [16] 

3.3 Methodology 

In this analysis, counties were chosen as the primary geographic unit by which to 

compare economic impact. The county location of each of the 14 newly constructed transload 

facilities was identified, and these counties represented the ‘treated’ population. For each treated 
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county, at least five ‘control’ counties were selected based on having similar median household 

income, population density, and freeway access similar to the treated county before the 

construction of any transload facilities included in the study. Section 3.3.1 describes the selection 

of control counties in detail.  

Additional steps were taken to isolate historic business records associated with industries 

thought to be most directly impacted by transload facilities. This process is further explained in 

Section 3.3.2.  

Finally, historic business records associated with the treated and control counties were 

queried and analyzed using R. The percent growth in sums of employment and sales volume was 

calculated with reference to sums of employment and sales volume reported during the 

construction year of the corresponding transload facility. The percent growth values associated 

with treated counties were compared to the average of percent growth values associated with the 

corresponding control counties. Additional comparisons were made including historic business 

records specifically associated with the transportation and warehousing industries. The query and 

calculation processes are summarized in Section 3.3.3.  

3.3.1 Determination of ‘Similar counties’ 

To evaluate the degree to which areas near transload facilities may experience economic 

benefits associated with the facility’s presence, at least five control counties were identified 

corresponding to each treated county. Control counties were selected based on having 

characteristics similar to the corresponding treated county before the construction of the 

associated transload facility. For this analysis, control counties were required to meet the 

following criteria: 
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o Located in the same state as the corresponding ‘analysis county’ 

o Not located directly adjacent to the ‘analysis county’  

o Does not contain a transload facility, newly constructed or otherwise 

o Relatively similar median household income 

o Relatively similar population density 

o Relatively similar level of freeway access 

Determination of similar median household income and population density was based on 

data reported in the 2000 Census. As stated previously, information from the 2000 Census was 

chosen specifically because it predates the construction of any facilities used in this analysis. If 

several counties considered similar before the construction of a transload facility experience 

different levels of economic growth after a transload facility is constructed in one of those 

counties, that growth can more reliably be associated with the construction of that facility.  

The thresholds for ‘similar’ median household income and population density were 

different for each treated county. Household income and population density vary only slightly in 

some states and drastically in others, making it so that the procedure for selecting control 

counties had to be adjusted for each state. Selecting control counties began with a relatively 

narrow threshold, and the threshold was expanded as necessary until at least five control counties 

were identified. 

For each treated county, the median household income and population density were 

identified using 2000 Census information. Then, the range of values including 10% below and 

10% above the median household income and population density in the treated county were 

calculated. An example of these calculations is shown below in Table 3.2. A search for counties 

having median household income and population density within these 10% thresholds was 
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conducted using GIS, and counties meeting these criteria were noted.  If at least five counties 

met these initial criteria, the search for control counties was concluded. 

If limited counties met these initial criteria, the threshold for similar values was 

expanded. The range of values including 20% below and 20% above the median household 

income and population density in the treated county were obtained. A search for counties having 

median household income and population density within these 20% intervals was conducted, and 

counties meeting these new criteria were noted. In some cases, if ten or more counties were 

meeting these criteria, the threshold of similar values was reduced to 15% to isolate the most 

similar counties. 

Table 3.2: Example of threshold values used to determine ‘similar counties’ 

Harnett Transload Intermodal 

Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina 

Analysis county: Harnett 

 

 Analysis 

county value 
10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH Income $35,105.00 $31,594.50 $38,615.50 $28,084.00 $42,126.00 

Population density 

(persons per sq. mi.) 
152 137 168 122 183 

 

If limited counties met these expanded criteria, individual searches for counties having 

either median household income or population density falling within the 10% or 20% threshold 

were conducted until at least five similar counties were identified. 

Throughout this process of searching for counties falling within expanding thresholds of 

median household income and population density values, some counties were excluded due to 

their different level of freeway access compared to the corresponding treated county. Judging 

level of freeway access was, for the most part, binary. The United States freeway system was 

referenced using GIS.[17] A county was considered as having direct freeway access if one or 
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more freeways pass through the county. If there are no freeways passing through the county, it 

was not considered to have direct freeway access. To be deemed ‘similar,’ counties needed to 

have the same level of freeway access as the corresponding treated county.  

As previously stated, the process of identifying control counties differed from state to 

state. For this reason, details regarding control selection were recorded and have been included in 

Appendix B: Details of ‘control county’ selection.  

3.3.2 Use of NAICS Codes 

Because transload facilities are tied to the movement of freight, their impact would 

logically be greatest within industries associated with the movement of freight goods, such as 

agriculture, manufacturing, mining, etc. Service-related industries may experience indirect 

impacts from transload facility operations, however, these impacts are expected to be less than 

those experienced by freight-related industries. Using this logic, historic business records were 

selected based on North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes to allow for a 

more targeted analysis of the impacts of the facilities. 

According to the NAICS Association, “the NAICS System was developed for use by 

Federal Statistical Agencies for the collection, analysis, and publication of statistical data related 

to the US Economy.”[18]  NAICS codes can be between two and six digits long, with more 

digits being added to provide a greater level of detail. For instance, all NAICS codes beginning 

with ‘11’ are associated with the agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting industries. The code 

‘1113’ is associated with fruit and tree nut farming, and the code ‘111331’ is associated with 

apple orchards.  

Business records with NAICS codes beginning with ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, and ‘4’ were included in 

the analysis because, as this Table 3.3 shows, these NAICS codes specify product-related 
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industries. NAICS codes beginning with ‘5’, ‘6’, ‘7’, ‘8’, and ‘9’ specify industries such as 

finance and insurance, real estate, technical services, educational services, health care, and 

accommodation and food services, among others. Since these service-focused industries aren’t 

thought to experience any direct impacts from transload facility operations, businesses associated 

with these NAICS codes were not used for the analysis.  

Table 3.3: NAICS Codes defined as relevant to analysis 

 

NAICS CODE ASSOCIATED INDUSTRY 

11 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting 

21 Mining 

22 Utilities 

23 Construction 

31-33 Manufacturing 

42 Wholesale Trade 

44-45 Retail Trade 

48-49 Transportation and Warehousing 

 

3.3.3 Historic business record queries and manipulation in R 

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, historic business records sourced from Data Axle were 

used to obtain the economic data used for this analysis. Records were obtained by making 

queries using the WRDS platform. Queries were based on the following criteria: 

o State 

o Federal Information Processing System (FIPS) county codes 

o NAICS code 

Individual queries were made to obtain historic business records within the treated county 

and control counties associated with each of the 14 newly constructed transload facilities. 

Queries searched for historic business records within the same state as the given transload 
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facility, having FIPS county codes associated with the given treated county or control counties, 

and having NAICS codes beginning with ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, or ‘4’. As stated previously, the following 

attributes were returned with each business record: year of record, company name, street address, 

city, state, ZIP code, primary NAICS code, description of primary NAICS code, location 

employee size, location sales volume, and location latitude and longitude. Records were 

downloaded in tabular format, then imported for analysis in R.  

The records associated with each of the 14 newly constructed transload facilities were 

analyzed individually. Records from the same year and county were grouped, and sums of 

employment and sales volume were calculated for each group. The year in which the 

corresponding transload facility was estimated to be constructed was assigned as a base year, and 

the percent growth in sums of employment and sales volume was calculated between the base 

year and all other years between 2003 and 2019. After growths in sums of employment and sales 

volume were calculated for the treated county and corresponding control counties, the percent 

growth values associated with control counties were averaged for each year. The percent growth 

values associated with each treated county were plotted along with the average of percent growth 

values associated with corresponding control counties and evaluated individually for each 

transload facility.  

Finally, the difference in percent growth values associated with the treated county and 

average of percent growth values associated with the control counties was found and plotted. 

These differences were calculated for each transload facility, then differences for all transload 

facilities were plotted together and observed. In an effort to summarize the differences between 

treated and control counties observed across all facilities, the average of differences in growth 

were taken for calendar years between 2007 and 2019. For these calculations, only the 
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differences calculated for years following the construction of the associated transload facility 

were included. The average of differences in growth between treated and control counties was 

also calculated relative to the number of years before or after facility construction. The average 

of differences was calculated for each year in the period six years before and after the estimated 

time of facility construction. 

The calculations described previously were first done using all historic business records 

obtained through queries made using the WRDS platform. Therefore, all records had NAICS 

codes beginning with ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, or ‘4’. To more specifically analyze the impact of transload 

facilities on the industries they are most closely related to, records having NAICS codes 

beginning with ‘48’ or ‘49’ were isolated. NAICS codes beginning with ‘48’ and ‘49’ are 

associated with the transportation and warehousing industries. Calculations were then repeated 

using these industry-specific records.  

A sample of the code used to carry out these calculations and plot the results has been 

included as Appendix C: R Script. The sample includes an example of calculations carried out 

for one transload facility and all of the functions called.   

3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 All relevant NAICS codes 

As previously described, the historic business records associated with each transload 

facility were first analyzed individually. An example of the analysis results associated with one 

facility has been included and discussed below, while the individual analysis results for all 

facilities in the study group are included as part of Appendix A: Newly constructed transload 

facility profiles.  
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The analysis results shown here are associated with Harnett Transload Intermodal in 

Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina. Its estimated time of construction is 2006. Figure 3.1 on the 

following page shows the percent growth in sums of employment and sales volume between the 

construction year and all other years between 2003 and 2019. The treated county, Harnett 

County, is highlighted in red, while comparison counties are shown in grey. The average of 

percent growth values associated with the comparison counties is shown in yellow.  
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Figure 3.1: Harnett Transload Intermodal: Percent growth in sums of employment and sales volume relative to year of 

construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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As Figure 3.1 shows, after 2009, Harnett County saw greater percent growth in sums of 

employment relative to employment in 2006 than the average of the same values associated with 

the corresponding control counties. This suggests that the construction of the Harnett Transload 

Intermodal facility may be associated with increased growth in employment compared to similar 

counties not containing transload facilities.  

On the other hand, Figure 3.1 also shows that Harnett County saw percent growth in 

sums of sales volume relative to sales volumes in 2006 similar to the average of the same values 

associated with the corresponding control counties. This plot does not confidently suggest that 

the construction of the Harnett Transload Intermodal facility can be associated with increased 

growth in sales volume compared to the corresponding control counties.  

Note that the names of control counties are not provided in Figure 3.1, nor is the data 

associated with control counties labeled. This is done in the interest of maintaining the simplicity 

and readability of the figure. Plots showing changes in employment and sales volume over time 

in each control county are included in Appendix A: Newly constructed transload facility profiles. 

As previously stated, similar versions of the plots shown in Figure 3.1 that correspond to the 

other facilities studied can be found in Appendix A.  

Collectively, the individual plots showing differences in growth between treated counties 

and the average of control counties provide mixed results. Some transload facilities seem to be 

associated with greater growth in employment and sales volume, but there isn’t evidence of this 

association across both metrics for all facilities studied. In the interest of summarizing the 

impacts of all transload facilities studied, the differences between percent growth values 

associated with each treated county and the average percent growth values associated with the 

corresponding control counties were plotted for calendar years between 2007 and 2019. The 
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difference in percent growth in employment is shown in Figure 3.2, and the difference in percent 

growth in sales volume is shown in Figure 3.3. Note that the differences plotted are only for 

years following the construction of the associated transload facility.  

In Figures 3.2 and 3.3, a black line is drawn at the point where the vertical axis is equal to 

zero. Points above this line represent years in which a treated county saw greater growth than the 

average growth experienced by its corresponding control counties. Points below this line 

represent years in which a treated county saw less growth than the average growth experienced 

by its corresponding control counties. 

Figure 3.2 shows that several treated counties consistently experienced greater 

employment growth than their corresponding control counties. The facilities associated with 

these treated counties are Savage Services Bakken Petroleum Services Hub, in Williston, North 

Dakota; Savage Services in Big Spring, Texas; Watco Transloading in Fairview, North Dakota, 

Rocky Mountain Transload Inc in Windsor, Colorado; and Harnett Transload Intermodal in 

Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina. Savage Services Bakken Petroleum Services Hub saw the 

greatest difference in growth between treated and control counties, peaking at a difference of 

1.58 percentage points in 2016. It is worth noting that many of the facilities seeing the most 

positive differences in growth are some of the most rural facilities included in the study. 

On the other hand, Figure 3.2 shows that several treated counties consistently 

experienced less employment growth compared to their corresponding control counties. The 

facilities associated with these treated counties are MILS Gulf Coast Transload and Distribution 

in Moss Point, Mississippi; Van-G Logistics in Selma, California; and Savage Services in Elko, 

Nevada. MILS Gulf Coast Transload and Distribution saw the most negative difference of 0.53 

percentage points in 2015. 
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Figure 3.3 shows that many of the same treated counties which saw greater employment 

growth compared to their corresponding control counties also saw greater growth in sales 

volume. The facilities associated with these treated counties include Savage Services Bakken 

Petroleum Services Hub, Savage Services (Big Spring, Texas), Watco Transloading, and Rocky 

Mountain Transload Inc. Manly Terminal in Manly, Iowa, and Brookhaven Terminal in 

Yaphank, New York, also saw consistently greater sales volume growth when compared to their 

corresponding control counties. Many of the same treated counties which saw less employment 

growth compared to their corresponding control counties also saw less growth in sales volume. 

The facilities associated with these treated counties include Van-G Logistics and Savage 

Services (Elko, Nevada). MILS Gulf Coast Transload and Distribution experienced the most 

negative difference of 0.78 percentage points in 2019. However, the same facility saw some 

positive difference in growth in years prior.  

Overall, Figures 3.2 and 3.3 suggest mixed impacts of newly constructed transload 

facilities. Counties containing newly constructed transload facilities oftentimes saw a mix of 

greater growth and less growth from year to year compared to similar counties not containing 

transload facilities. A handful of treated counties in mostly rural areas showed consistently 

greater employment growth and sales volume compared to their corresponding control counties, 

but this positive difference wasn’t experienced by all facilities included in the study. 
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Figure 3.2: Difference in percent growth in sum of employment between treated counties and average of corresponding control 

counties versus calendar year 
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Figure 3.3: Difference in percent growth in sum of sales volume between treated counties and average of 

corresponding control counties versus calendar year  
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The differences between percent growth values associated with each treated county and 

the average percent growth values associated with the corresponding control counties were also 

plotted relative to the number of years before or after the estimated time of facility construction. 

The six years before and after the estimated time of facility construction were analyzed. Figures 

3.4 and 3.5 plot differences in growth in employment and sales volume, respectively. Because 

this analysis utilizes historic business records for years between 2003 and 2019, there aren’t data 

records available as early as six years before or as late as six years after the estimated time of 

construction for each facility. In these cases, the earliest or latest data records available were 

used for analysis.  

Similar to Figures 3.2 and 3.3, Figures 3.4 and 3.5 include a black line drawn at the point 

where the vertical axis is equal to zero. Points above this line represent years in which a treated 

county saw greater growth than the average growth experienced by its corresponding control 

counties. Points below this line represent years in which a treated county saw less growth than 

the average growth experienced by its corresponding control counties. 

Figure 3.4 shows that prior to construction, many treated counties experienced less 

growth in employment than the average of corresponding control counties. After the estimated 

time of facility construction, many treated counties saw increased growth in employment 

compared to the average of corresponding control counties. The most positive differences 

between treated and control counties are associated with Savage Services Bakken Petroleum 

Services Hub, Watco Transloading, and Rocky Mountain Transload Inc. These facilities also 

experienced the most positive differences in growth when evaluating differences in employment 

growth between treated and control counties with respect to calendar years.  
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Figure 3.5 presents patterns similar to those observed in Figure 3.4. Many treated 

counties experienced less growth in sales volume than the average of corresponding control 

counties. After the estimated time of facility construction, treated counties saw a mix of positive 

and negative differences in sales volume growth when compared to control counties. Savage 

Services Bakken Petroleum Services and Watco Transloading are associated with the most 

positive differences in percent growth in sales volume, while Brookhaven Terminal, Manly 

Terminal, and MILS Gulf Coast Transload and Distribution saw the most negative differences in 

growth.  

Together, Figures 3.4 and 3.5 reaffirm the conclusions drawn from Figures 3.2 and 3.3:  

several treated counties in mostly rural areas showed consistently greater growth in employment 

and sales volume compared to their corresponding control counties. However, this positive 

difference wasn’t experienced by all facilities in the study group. 

In the interest of further summarizing the results of this analysis, the differences in 

growth in employment and sales volume between treated and the average of control counties was 

calculated for all 14 facilities was calculated. The average of differences with respect to calendar 

years is presented in Table 3.4, and the average of differences with respect to years from 

construction is presented in Table 3.5. The top row of each table presents the average of 

differences in employment growth, while the bottom row of each table presents the average of 

differences in sales volume growth.  

Table 3.4 shows that, with respect to calendar years, the average of differences in 

employment growth between treated counties and the average of control counties is positive in 

ten out of 13 years, peaking at 0.19 percentage points in 2019. The average of differences in 
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sales volume growth between treated counties and the average of control counties is positive in 

eight out of 13 years, peaking at 0.44 percentage points in 2016. 

Table 3.5 shows that, in the six years before the time of facility construction, the average 

of differences in employment growth is positive in two out of six years. In the six years 

following the time of facility construction, the average of differences in employment growth is 

positive in all six years. The average of differences in employment growth peaks at 0.20 points in 

the fifth year after the time of facility construction. With respect to sales volume, the average of 

differences is negative in the six years before the time of facility construction and positive in the 

six years after the time of facility construction. The average of differences in sales volume 

growth peaks at 0.37 points in the fifth and sixth years after the time of facility construction.  

Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show that the construction of transload facilities may be associated 

with having a stronger impact on sales volumes than employment within the counties they’re 

located in. However, it is important to note that the transload facilities associated with the 

greatest differences in growth between treated and control counties are located in mostly rural 

areas. The considerable growth in employment and sales volume experienced in rural areas may 

be skewing the averages of differences in growth presented in this analysis.  
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Figure 3.4: Difference in percent growth in sum of sales volume between treated counties and average of 

corresponding control counties versus years from construction 
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 Figure 3.5: Difference in percent growth in sum of sales volume between treated counties and average of 

corresponding control counties versus years from construction 
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Table 3.4: Average of differences in growth between treated counties and the average of control counties for calendar 

years 2007 to 2019 

 

Calendar Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Number of facilities in avg. 

calculation 
3 3 5 7 9 10 12 12 14 14 14 14 14 

Avg. of 

differences 

in growth 

(percentage 

points) 

Employment -0.01 -0.07 -0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.12 0.12 0.17 0.12 0.16 0.19 

Sales volume -0.03 -0.10 -0.08 -0.04 -0.03 0.02 0.21 0.34 0.32 0.44 0.31 0.29 0.32 

 

Table 3.5: Average of differences in growth between treated counties and the average of control counties with reference 

to time of facility construction 

 

Years from Construction -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 
Base 

Year 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Number of facilities in avg. 

calculation 
11 11 13 14 14 14  14 14 14 14 12 12 

Avg. of 

differences 

in growth 

(percentage 

points) 

Employment -0.12 -0.09 -0.03 -0.01 0.02 0.01  0.04 0.10 0.16 0.15 0.20 0.19 

Sales volume -0.14 -0.12 -0.07 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03  0.05 0.21 0.35 0.27 0.37 0.37 
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3.4.2 NAICS codes associated with transportation and warehousing 

The following analysis results are based on historic business records having NAICS 

codes beginning with ‘48’ or ‘49’. These NAICS codes are specifically associated with the 

transportation and warehousing industries. Because transload facilities themselves fall under this 

category, analyzing historic business records associated with transportation and warehousing was 

done in the interest of isolating economic impacts most directly associated with transload 

facilities.  

The records associated with each of the 14 newly constructed transload facilities were 

analyzed individually. An example of analysis results for one of those transload facilities is 

shown and discussed here, while analysis results for the remaining facilities have been included 

in Appendix A: Newly constructed transload facility profiles.  

The example of analysis results shown below is associated with the same facility 

discussed in Section 3.4.1: Harnett Transload Intermodal in Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina. 

Figure 3.4 below shows percent growth in sums of employment and sales volume between the 

construction year and all other years between 2003 and 2019. The treated county, Harnett 

County, is highlighted in red, while comparison counties are shown in grey. The average of 

percent growth values associated with the comparison counties is shown in yellow. 
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Figure 3.6: Harnett Transload Intermodal: Percent growth in sums of employment and sales volume relative to year of 

construction (NAICS beginning with ‘48’ or ‘49’)
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As the left side of Figure 3.4 shows, Harnett County saw greater percent growth in 

employment relative to the facility’s year of construction (2006) than its corresponding control 

counties between 2011 and 2019. The percent growth in employment associated with Harnett 

County is more than 1 percentage point greater than that of its corresponding control counties in 

2019. This suggests that the presence of Harnett Transload Intermodal may be associated with 

greater growth in employment in the transportation and warehousing industries compared to 

similar counties not containing transload facilities.  

Similar observations can be made concerning sales volume. As the right side of Figure 

3.4 shows, Harnett County also saw greater percent growth in sums of sales volume relative to 

the facility’s year of construction than the average of its corresponding control counties between 

2009 and 2011. The greatest difference in percent growth in sums of employment between 

Harnett County and the average of its corresponding control counties was 0.832 percentage 

points in 2016. This suggests that the presence of Harnett Transload Intermodal may be 

associated with greater growth in sales volume in the transportation and warehousing industries 

compared to similar counties not containing transload facilities. 

Recall that economic analysis results pertaining to Harnett Transload Intermodal were 

also discussed in Section 3.4.1 and that those results were not specific to the transportation and 

warehousing industries. The differences in employment growth between Harnett County and its 

corresponding control counties were mostly positive, with the greatest difference being 0.25 

percentage points. The differences in sales volume growth between Harnett County and its 

corresponding counties was a mix of positive and negative throughout the period studied. 

Comparatively, the differences in growth in employment and sales volume between Harnett 

County and its corresponding control counties is greater within the transportation and 
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warehousing industries than it is within generally product-focused industries (defined as those 

having NAICS codes beginning with ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, or ‘4’).  

The differences in growth of employment and sales volume between treated counties and 

the average of their corresponding control counties calculated for all 14 newly constructed 

transload facilities were plotted and are presented in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. These are similar to 

Figures 3.2 and 3.3, but they are specific to the transportation and warehouse industries.  

Figure 3.7 shows that several facilities associated with treated counties saw consistently 

greater employment growth than the average growth of their corresponding control counties. 

These facilities include Savage Services’ Bakken Petroleum Services Hub and Harnett Transload 

Intermodal. The Savage Services’ Bakken Petroleum Services Hub facility sees the greatest 

difference of 1.76 percentage points in 2016. Many more facilities see a combination of positive 

and negative differences in employment growth compared to their corresponding control 

counties. Manly Terminal sees the most negative difference of nearly one percentage point in 

2016. Overall, Figure 3.5 shows that treated counties tend to see less employment growth than 

their corresponding control counties with respect to the transportation and warehousing 

industries.  

Similarly, Figure 3.8 shows that a handful of treated saw consistently greater sales 

volume growth than the average growth of their corresponding control counties. Facilities 

associated with these treated counties include Savage Bakken Petroleum Services Hub, Watco 

Transloading, Harnett Transload Intermodal, and Rocky Mountain Transload Inc. The Savage 

Services’ Savage Bakken Petroleum hub sees the greatest difference of 2.30 percentage points in 

2019. Again, there are many more facilities that see a mix of positive and negative differences 

between growth in treated counties and their corresponding control counties. The Manly 
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Terminal facility sees the most negative difference of approximately 1.05 percentage points in 

2016. Note that the Manly Terminal facility is also experiences the most negative difference in 

employment growth out of all facilities in 2016.  
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Figure 3.7: Difference in percent growth in sum of employment between treated counties and average of corresponding control 

counties (for businesses with NAICS codes beginning with ‘48’ or ‘49’) 
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Figure 3.8: Difference in percent growth in sum of sales volume between treated counties and average of corresponding 

control counties (for businesses with NAICS codes beginning with ‘48’ or ‘49’)
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The differences between percent growth values associated with each treated county and 

the average percent growth values associated with the corresponding control counties were 

plotted relative to the number of years before or after the estimated time of facility construction. 

The six years before and after the estimated time of facility construction were analyzed. Figures 

3.9 and 3.10 plot differences in growth in employment and sales volume, respectively. These 

Figures are similar to Figures 3.4 and 3.5, but are specific to the transportation and warehousing 

industries. 

Figure 3.9 shows that prior to construction, many treated counties experienced less 

growth in employment than the average of corresponding control counties. After the estimated 

time of facility construction, it appears as though there are even more treated counties which 

experienced less growth in employment than the average of control counties. The Savage 

Services Bakken Petroleum Services Hub facility is the only facility associated with consistently 

greater growth in the treated county compared to the average of control counties. Other facilities, 

such as Watco Transloading and Harnett Transload Intermodal, are associated with a mix of 

greater and lesser growth. Many more facilities, including Van-G Logistics and Manly Terminal, 

are associated with consistently lesser growth in the treated county compared to the average of 

control counties.  

The patterns shown in Figure 3.10 are slightly more positive than those shown in Figure 

3.9. Figure 3.10 shows that, with respect to sales volume, treated counties experienced a mix of 

greater and lesser growth when compared to the average of corresponding control counties. After 

the estimated time of construction, the treated counties associated with Savage Services Bakken 

Petroleum Services Hub, Watco Transloading, and Rocky Mountain Transload Inc experienced 

greater growth in sales volume than the average of control counties. A couple of facilities are 
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associated with a mix of greater and lesser growth following the estimated time of construction, 

while the remaining facilities are associated with consistently lesser growth following 

construction. 

In the interest of further summarizing the results of this analysis, the differences in 

growth in employment and sales volume between treated and the average of control counties was 

calculated for all 14 facilities was calculated. The average of differences with respect to calendar 

years is presented in Table 3.6, and the average of differences with respect to years from 

construction is presented in Table 3.7. These Tables are similar to Tables 3.4 and 3.5, but are 

specific to the transportation and warehousing industries.   

Table 3.6 shows that, with respect to calendar years, the average of differences in 

employment growth between treated counties and the average of control counties is positive in 

three out of 13 years, peaking at 0.04 percentage points in 2013 and 2016. The average of 

differences is zero in 2009 and 2019. The most negative average of differences is 0.17 

percentage points occurring in 2017. The average of differences in sales volume growth between 

treated counties and the average of control counties is positive in ten out of 13 years, peaking at 

0.18 percentage points in 2014.  

Table 3.7 shows that, in the six years before the time of facility construction, the average 

of differences in employment growth is positive in two out of six years. In the six years 

following the time of facility construction, the average of differences in employment growth is 

positive in all six years. The average of differences in employment growth peaks at 0.11 points in 

the fifth year after the time of facility construction. With respect to sales volume, the average of 

differences is positive in one out of six years before the time of facility construction and positive 

in five out of six years after the time of facility construction. The average of differences in sales 
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volume growth peaks at 0.28 percentage points in the sixth year after the time of facility 

construction.  

Comparing Tables 3.4 and 3.5 to Tables 3.6 and 3.7 suggests that the construction of 

transload facilities may not be associated with having a stronger economic impact on the 

transportation and warehousing industries than on all relevant industries. If anything, the impact 

on employment and sales volume within the transportation and warehousing industries may be 

lower than the impact on all relevant industries. Because transload facilities are a part of the 

transportation and warehousing industries, these results are somewhat surprising. However, it is 

also reasonable that the economic benefits of transload facilities are realized most among the 

industries that transload facilities serve. Transload facilities themselves may not be a large source 

of employment or sales volume, but they may be associated with spurring growth in employment 

and sales volume in other industrial areas.    
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Figure 3.9: Difference in percent growth in sum of sales volume between treated counties and average of corresponding 

control counties (for businesses with NAICS codes beginning with ‘48’ or ‘49’) 
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Figure 3.10: Difference in percent growth in sum of sales volume between treated counties and average of corresponding 

control counties (for businesses with NAICS codes beginning with ‘48’ or ‘49’) 
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Table 3.6: Transportation and warehousing industries: Average of differences in growth between treated counties and 

the average of control counties for calendar years 2007 to 2019 

 

Calendar Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Number of facilities in avg. 

calculation 
3 3 5 7 9 10 12 12 14 14 14 14 14 

Avg. of 

differences 

in growth 

(percentage 

points) 

Employment -0.04 -0.04 0.00 -0.02 0.02 -0.08 0.04 -0.03 -0.02 0.04 -0.17 -0.10 0.00 

Sales volume -0.06 -0.06 0.03 0.02 0.04 -0.01 0.09 0.18 0.13 0.12 0.01 0.02 0.11 

 

Table 3.7: Transportation and warehousing industries: Average of differences in growth between treated counties and 

the average of control counties with reference to time of facility construction 

 

 

Years from Construction -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 
Base 

Year 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Number of facilities in avg. 

calculation 
11 11 13 14 14 14  14 14 14 14 12 12 

Avg. of 

differences 

in growth 

(percentage 

points) 

Employment -0.73 -0.27 -0.19 -0.13 -0.05 0.02  0.07 0.04 0.00 0.06 0.11 0.07 

Sales volume -0.61 -0.32 -0.23 -0.23 -0.07 0.03  -0.01 0.01 0.09 0.05 0.24 0.28 
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3.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, an analysis of the economic impacts of newly constructed transload 

facilities is presented. Newly constructed facilities are defined as those constructed in 2001 or 

after, 14 of which were identified. The county location of each newly constructed facility was 

identified, and at least five similar counties in the same state were selected as a control 

population. Similarity was determined by median household income, population density, and 

level of freeway access. Historic business records associated with the treated and control 

counties were obtained and analyzed. Percent growth in sums of employment and sales volume 

with reference to employment and sales volume measured during the facility’s year of 

construction was calculated for years between 2003 and 2019. The percent growth values 

associated with treated counties were compared to the average of percent growth values 

associated with the corresponding control counties.  

The average of differences in employment growth between treated counties and 

corresponding control counties is positive in ten out of 13 years, peaking at an average difference 

of 0.19 percentage points in 2019. The average of differences in sales volume growth between 

treated counties and corresponding control counties is positive in eight out of 13 years, peaking 

at an average difference of 0.44 percentage points in 2016. With respect to years from estimated 

time of facility construction, the average of differences in employment growth peaks at 0.20 

percentage points in the fifth year following the time of facility construction. The average of 

differences in sales volume growth peaks at 0.37 percentage points in the fifth and sixth years 

following the time of facility construction. It should be noted that the greatest differences in 

growth between treated and control counties occurred in more rural locations, namely western 

North Dakota.  
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These calculations were then repeated using historic business records associated with the 

transportation and warehousing industries. The average of differences in employment growth 

between treated counties and control counties is positive in three out of 13 years, peaking at an 

average difference of 0.04 percentage points in 2013 and 2016. The average of differences in 

sales volume growth between treated counties and control counties is positive in ten out of 13 

years, peaking at an average difference of 0.18 percentage points in 2014. With respect to years 

from estimated time of facility construction, the average of differences in employment growth 

peaks at 0.11 percentage points in the fifth year following the time of facility construction. The 

average of differences in sales volume growth peaks at 0.28 percentage points in the sixth year 

following the time of facility construction. Again, the greatest differences in growth between 

treated and control counties occurred in more rural locations.  

This analysis shows that counties containing transload facilities constructed in 2001 or 

later may have experienced growth in employment and sales volume that is greater than the 

growth experienced by similar counties not containing transload facilities. However, counties 

containing transload facilities did not see greater growth than similar counties in the case of all 

facilities analyzed. The growth experienced by rural facilities may be skewing the averages 

differences in growth between treated counties and control counties, suggesting that further 

research should be done to address this possibility.  

Taking a closer look at growth in employment and sales volume within the transportation 

and warehousing industries shows that the economic impact of transload facilities may be lesser 

on the transportation and warehousing industries than on all relevant industries. Some counties 

containing newly constructed transload facilities saw greater growth in employment and sales 
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volume related to transportation and warehousing than similar counties not containing transload 

facilities, but this was not experienced in the case of all facilities.  

These findings have may have applications in helping public officials to determine 

whether or not investing in transload facilities as a form of economic stimulus is the right choice 

for their communities. However, it should be noted that this analysis is based on only 14 data 

points. The most probable use of this research is to inform continued efforts in the analysis of the 

economic impacts of existing transload facilities.  
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4 Analysis of the spatial range of influence of transload facilities 

4.1 Objectives 

This analysis intends to examine how the urban or rural location of transload facilities 

may be related to the facility’s range of influence. The ultimate purpose of determining whether 

or not such a relationship exists is to help inform decisions regarding the future placement of 

transload facilities.  

4.2 Data  

4.2.1 Study group of transload facilities 

To investigate the relationship between the degree of urbanness and the range of 

influence of transload facilities, 33 facilities located in Virginia, North Carolina, and South 

Carolina were studied. Unlike the economic analysis presented in Chapter 3, this analysis does 

not make use of the year in which transload facilities were constructed. For this reason, all 

facilities in the transload facilities database listed as being located in Virginia, North Carolina, 

and South Carolina were included in the analysis regardless of when they might have been 

constructed. Refer to Chapter 2 for a discussion of how the transload facilities database was 

constructed.  

The names and city locations of these 33 facilities are presented on the next page in Table 

4.1. A map showing the locations of these 33 locations is presented on the second next page in 

Figure 4.1. Individual maps showing the location of transload facilities within each of the three 

states being studied have been included in Appendix D: Maps showing the location of facilities 

included in the spatial analysis.  
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Table 4.1: Transload facilities used in spatial analysis 

Virginia North Carolina South Carolina 

 Facility Name City  Facility Name City  Facility Name City 

1 Arreff Terminals Portsmouth 15 Carolinas 

Reload 

Wadesboro 26 CLN Solutions North 

Charleston 

2 HH Omps Inc Winchester 16 Colonial 

Terminals 

Wilmington 27 Greenville & 

Western Railway 

Co LLC 

Williamston 

3 Houff Corporation Clifton Forge 17 Harnett 

Transload 

Intermodal 

Fuquay-

Varina 

28 KL Chempak Inc Greenville 

4 Houff Corporation Doswell 18 Luckey 

Logistics LLC 

Conover 29 Norfolk Southern 

TBT 

Columbia 

5 Houff Corporation Weyers Cave 19 Norfolk 

Southern TBT 

Charlotte 30 Norfolk Southern 

TBT 

Spartanburg 

6 MidAtlantic 

Transloading Inc 

Virginia 

Beach 

20 Norfolk 

Southern TBT 

Goldsboro 31 Odfjell Terminals 

Charleston 

Charleston 

7 Norfolk Southern 

TBT 

Alexandria 21 Norfolk 

Southern TBT 

Winston-

Salem 

32 TRANSFLO Charleston 

8 Norfolk Southern 

TBT 

Chesapeake 22 Southeast Fleet 

Services 

Lexington 33 TRANSFLO Greenville 

9 Norfolk Southern 

TBT 

Petersburg 23 Tidewater 

Transit 

Fayetteville    

10 Norfolk Southern 

TBT 

Roanoke 24 TRANSFLO Charlotte    

11 OmniTRAX Clear Brook 25 TRANSFLO Raleigh    

12 OmniTRAX Clear Brook       

13 Superior Carriers Marion       

14 TRANSFLO Richmond       
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Figure 4.1: Location of facilities used in spatial analysis 
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4.2.2 National Land Cover Database 

To approximate the degree of urbanness of the location of each transload facility included 

in the study group, National Landcover Database (NLCD) products were used.[19]  NLCD 

products are developed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) in partnership with other 

federal agencies. According to the Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics Consortium (MRLC), 

of which the USGS is a part, the NLCD “provides nationwide data on land cover and land cover 

change at a 30m resolution with a 16-class legend based on a modified Anderson Level II 

classification system.”[19] Figure 4.2 shows the NLCD 2016 Landcover for the United States, 

and it presents the 16-class legend mentioned previously.  

NLCD 2016 Landcover raster information was brought into GIS and clipped, then 

analyzed. Special attention was paid to land classified as ‘Developed,’ which takes on a pink hue 

as shown in the legend included in Figure 4.2. Further details on the use of NLCD 2016 

Landcover information are presented in Section 4.3.1.  

 

Figure 4.2: Nationwide map showing NLCD 2016 Landcover raster information  

(Image produced by USGS)[20] 
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4.2.3 StreetLight truck traffic information  

To approximate the range of spatial influence of transload facilities included in the study 

group, Origin-Destination (OD) information specific to truck traffic specific to 2019 was sourced 

from StreetLight[21]. StreeLight describes itself as “cloud-based software that lets you measure 

transportation.” StreetLight’s self-serve platform allows users to obtain Annual Average Daily 

Traffic (AADT) throughout the United States and Canada, obtain trip information for specific 

road segments, and conduct analyses of traffic within specific zones or between specific origins 

and destinations, in addition to many other features.  

For this analysis, StreetLight’s ‘Trips to or from Pre-set Geography’ analysis feature was 

primarily used. This analysis takes a user-provided geographic area and specifies destinations for 

trips originating in the geographic area and origins for trips ending in the geographic area. This 

analysis also provides estimates of trip attributes such as average daily OD traffic and average 

trip duration. Further details on the use of StreetLight as a data source are provided in Section 

4.3.2.  

4.3 Methodology 

First, 2016 NLCD Landcover rasters were used to calculate a ‘Percent Developed’ value 

for each of the 33 facilities included in the study group. Then, StreetLight analysis results and 

GIS were used to calculate average trip distance and average trip duration weighted by trip 

frequency for each facility in the study group. Finally, average trip distance and duration were 

plotted against ‘Percent Developed’ to evaluate how urbanness affects the spatial range of 

influence.  
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4.3.1 Calculation of ‘Percent Developed’ 

To quantify the urbanness of the location of each transload facility in the study group, 

GIS was used to construct a 20-mile radius surrounding each facility’s point location. These 20-

mile radii were used to clip the NLCD 2016 Landcover raster to isolate the landcover 

information within the 20-mile radius of each facility.  

For each landcover raster clip, the amount of land classified as developed was compared 

to the total amount of land classified within the 20-mile radius. This ratio of developed land to 

total land is defined as ‘Percent Developed.’ Note that offshore areas are not assigned a 

landcover classification, therefore, the Percent Developed value calculated for coastal facilities 

was not impacted by any facility’s proximity to ocean waters.  

4.3.2 Calculation of Average Trip Distance and Duration 

To approximate the range of spatial influence of transload facilities, StreetLight’s ‘Trips 

to or from Pre-set Geographies’ analysis feature was used to gather OD information specific to 

truck trips. This analysis feature takes user-specified geographic areas as an input and returns 

destinations for trips starting within the user-specified area and origins for trips ending within the 

user-specified area.  

For this analysis, the user-specified geographic areas used as inputs for StreetLight 

analysis were 1-mile radii constructed around each facility in the study group. These radii were 

constructed in GIS, then exported as shapefiles before being uploaded into StreetLight’s online 

platform. The ‘Trips to or from Pre-set Geographies’ analysis feature includes many additional 

input parameters users can adjust to meet their needs. First, when considering the mode of travel, 

users can choose between all vehicles, truck, bicycle, and pedestrian. For this analysis, truck 

traffic was selected. Next, StreetLight provides the option of specifying origins and destinations 
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as either ZIP codes, census tracts, or traffic analysis zones (TAZs). For this analysis, ZIP codes 

were selected as the standard area reported. Lastly, StreetLight provides the option to specify 

days of the week and times of day for analysis. For this analysis, trips occurring between 

Monday and Thursday at all times of day were specified. 

Based on the inputs described previously, StreetLight returned lists of OD pairs 

associated with the 1-mile radius surrounding each transload facility in tabular format. Each 

record includes the following information:  

o Origin Zone ID (either a 1, meaning the user-supplied area, or a ZIP code) 

o Destination Zone ID (either a 1, meaning the user-supplied area, or a ZIP code) 

o Average daily OD Traffic (StreetLight index) 

o Average trip duration (seconds) 

The tables returned by StreetLight were then imported into GIS and joined to ZIP code 

shapefiles sourced from the Census Bureau.[22] Figures 4.4 and 4.5 are examples of the output 

returned by Streetlight joined with ZIP code information. In these figures, symbology is based on 

average daily OD traffic (StreetLight index), where trips have originated within the 1-mile radius 

surrounding the given transload facility and the colored ZIP codes represent destinations. 

Warmer-colored ZIP codes see the highest average daily OD traffic, while cooler-colored ZIP 

codes see the lowest average daily OD traffic.  

Figure 4.3 shows OD trips associated with the 1-mile radius surrounding the Houff 

Corporation’s transload facility in Clifton Forge, Virginia. As stated previously, this Houff 

Corporation facility is associated with the lowest Percent Developed value of all facilities 

included in the study. Observe how far ZIP code destinations range from the point location of the 

facility itself. On the other end of the urbanness spectrum, Figure 4.4 shows OD trips associated 
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with the 1-mile radius surrounding a Norfolk Southern facility in Alexandria, Virginia. This 

facility is associated with the highest Percent Developed value of all facilities studied. Note here 

how the far ZIP code destinations range from the location of the Norfolk Southern facility. The 

range of ZIP code destinations associated with the facility having a lower value of Percent 

Developed is much smaller than the range of ZIP code destinations associated with the facility 

having a higher value of Percent Developed. This relationship is expected. More urban areas are 

logically going to see a wider variety of trip destinations compared to more rural areas.    

 

 

Figure 4.3: ZIP Code destinations for trips originating in the 1-mile radius surrounding a 

Houff Corporation facility in Clifton Forge, Virginia 
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Figure 4.4: ZIP Code destinations for trips originating in the 1-mile radius surrounding a 

Norfolk Southern facility in Alexandria, Virginia 
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To further investigate the relationship between increased urbanness and greater spatial 

range of ZIP code destinations, the average trip distance weighted by trip frequency was 

calculated. GIS was used to calculate the distance between each facility’s point location and the 

nearest edge of every ZIP code polygon representing a trip destination. Then, StreetLight’s 

estimate of average daily OD traffic (StreetLight index) was used to calculate average trip 

distance weighted by trip frequency. These average distances were then plotted against each 

facility’s corresponding Percent Developed value, and the resulting plot is presented in Section 

4.4.  

Because time is arguably more important than distance in the eyes of freight handles, and 

because StreetLight estimates average trip duration, similar calculations were made to find 

average trip duration weighted by trip frequency. Again, trip frequency was based on 

StreetLight’s estimate of average daily OD traffic (StreetLight Index). These average trip 

durations were then plotted against each facility’s corresponding Percent Developed value, and 

the resulting plot is presented in Section 4.4. 

Note that these calculations are for trips originating in the 1-mile radius surrounding each 

facility and ending in a ZIP code specified by Streetlight. These calculations do not include trips 

that end in the 1-mile radius surrounding each facility but originate elsewhere.  

4.4 Results and Discussion 

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 on the following page show plots of average trip length and average 

trip duration, both weighted by trip frequency, versus Percent Developed.  Both plots include 

linear regression equations and corresponding R2 values. The linear regression equations are 

based on the model 𝑦 ~ 𝑥.  
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Figure 4.5: Average trip distance weighted by trip frequency (miles) versus Percent 

Developed 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Average trip duration weighted by trip frequency (min) versus Percent 

Developed 
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The R2 values associated with the average distance plot and average duration plot are 

0.13 and 0.11, respectively. 13%, approximately 1/8th, of variation in average distance can be 

attributed to variation in Percent Developed. 11%, approximately 1/10th, of variation in average 

duration can be attributed to variation in percent Developed. In the case of average trip distance, 

a one percentage point increase in Percent Developed is associated with a reduction in average 

trip distance of approximately 4.8 miles. In the case of average trip duration, a one percentage 

point increase in Percent Developed is associated with a reduction in average trip duration of 

approximately 5.4 minutes.  

Without any further efforts, these plots fulfill the objective of this analysis: to examine 

how the urban or rural location of transload facilities may be related to the facility’s range of 

influence. Trip distance and duration both appear to be impacted by the level of urbanness of the 

location of transload facilities. However, there are several points on the plots presented in 

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 that, if removed, significantly impact the R2 values and interpretation of the 

analysis. These points will be discussed in detail in the following section.  

 

4.4.1 Investigation of outliers 

There are three points on both the average trip distance and average trip duration plots 

that significantly impact the linear regression equations fitted to those plots. These points are 

associated with a TRANSFLO facility in Charlotte, North Carolina; a Norfolk Southern facility 

in Charlotte, North Carolina; an OmniTRAX facility in Clear Brook, Virginia; and a Norfolk 

Southern facility in Alexandria, Virginia. The facilities located in Charlotte will be discussed 

first, followed by the facilities in Virginia.  

The points representing the facilities in Charlotte are located in the lower right portion of 

the plot, having relatively high average trip distance and average trip duration given their value 
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of Percent Developed. The specific Percent Developed, average trip distance, and average trip 

duration values associated with these facilities are presented in Table 4.2. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 

show that these facilities have relatively high average trip distance and average trip duration 

given their Percent Developed values. This may be due in part to the proximity of both facilities 

to Charlotte-Douglas International (CLT) Airport. The TRANSFLO facility is located 

approximately 4.3 miles north of CLT airport, while the Norfolk Southern TBT facility is located 

approximately 6.6 miles south of the airport. The location of both facilities, as well as the airport, 

is shown below in Figure 4.7. 

Table 4.2: Percent Developed, Average Trip Distance, and Average Trip Duration for 

facilities in Charlotte, North Carolina 

 

 

Percent Developed 
Avg. Trip Distance 

(miles) 

Avg. Trip 

Duration 

(minutes) 

TRANSFLO  46.55% 37.7 75.33 

Norfolk Southern TBT 45.09% 32.0 66.91 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Location of TRANSFLO facility and Norfolk Southern TBT facility in relation 

to Charlotte-Douglas International Airport (Image sourced from Google Earth) 
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CLT airport is the second-largest hub for American Airlines, and it is the 6th busiest airport in 

U.S. operations and 10th in U.S. passengers.[23] It stands to reason that an airport of this size 

generates a significant number of trips of all modes, many of which could originate from far 

distances. Figure 4.9 on the following page shows ZIP code destinations for trips originating 

within the 1-mile radius surrounding the TRANSFLO facility located north of CLT. Similar to 

maps presented previously, warmer-colored zip codes have higher average daily OD traffic while 

cooler-colored ZIP codes have lower average daily OD traffic. Figure 4.8 shows that trips 

originating in the 1-mile radius surrounding the TRANSFLO facility have destinations as far as 

north as Pennsylvania and Ohio, as far west as Missouri, and as far south as Mississippi and 

Florida. There are some ZIP code destinations in northern areas of Virginia and southern areas of 

South Carolina having average daily OD trips (StreetLight index) in the high hundreds. This map 

helps to explain why these facilities have relatively high average trip distance and average trip 

duration given their urban location. It is reasonable to assume that CLT airport plays some role 

in these findings.  

Removing the points associated with the TRANSFLO and Norfolk Southern TBT facilities in 

Charlotte, North Carolina, from the plots of average trip distance and average trip duration has a 

significant impact on the R2 values and linear regression equations. These impacts are 

summarized on the following page in Table 4.3.  
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Figure 4.8: ZIP Code destinations for trips originating in the 1-mile radius surrounding 

a TRANSFLO facility in Charlotte, North Carolina 

 

Table 4.3: Summary of impact of removing facilities in Charlotte, North Carolina, from 

average trip distance and average trip duration plots 

 

 Average Trip Distance 

(miles) 

Average Trip Duration 

(minutes) 

 
R2 

Linear 

Regression 
R2 

Linear 

Regression 

Before removal of 

Charlotte facilities 
0.13 36.4 – 48.3x 0.11 67.7 – 54x 

After removal of Charlotte 

facilities 
0.29 42.0 – 83x  0.28 75.7 – 103x 
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Another outlier is associated with an OmniTRAX facility in Clear Brook, Virginia. This 

facility has a Percent Developed value of 11.74% with an average trip distance of approximately 

84 miles and an average trip duration of approximately 127 minutes. These points are located in 

the upper left-hand portion of the plots of average trip distance and average trip duration versus 

Percent Developed, sitting far above the highest concentration of points. Interestingly, there is 

another transload facility, a different OmniTRAX facility, located less than two miles to the 

south of the OmniTRAX facility which represents an outlier. This more southern OmniTRAX 

facility has a Percent Developed value of 11.67% with an average trip distance of approximately 

36 miles and an average trip duration of approximately 67 minutes. Despite being less than two 

miles apart and having very similar Percent Developed values, the average trip distance 

associated with the northern OmniTRAX facility is more than twice that of the southern 

OmniTRAX facility. The average trip duration associate with the northern OmniTRAX facility is 

slightly less than twice that of the southern OmniTRAX facility.  

Examining the immediate area surrounding both OmniTRAX facilities reveals that the 

northern OmniTRAX facility is located within a mile of an Amazon fulfillment and distribution 

center. A local news report confirms this, stating that the facility began operations in 2018.[24] 

Recall that a 1-mile radius was constructed around each facility being analyzed, and this area 

was used as input for truck traffic analysis in StreetLight. Therefore, the 1-mile radius 

surrounding the northern OmniTRAX facility would encompass this Amazon location. It is 

reasonable to conclude that the large discrepancy in average trip distance and average trip 

duration between the two OmniTRAX facilities is due to the northern facility’s proximity to the 

Amazon fulfillment and distribution center.  
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Removing the points associated with the northern OmniTRAX has a slight impact on the 

R2 values and linear regression equations associated with the average trip distance and average 

trip duration plots. These impacts are summarized below in Table 4.4.  

Table 4.4: Summary of impact of removing OmniTRAX facility in Clear Brook, 

Virginia, from average trip distance and average trip duration plots 

 Avg. Trip Distance 

(miles) 

Avg. Trip Duration 

(minutes) 

 
R2 

Linear 

Regression 
R2 

Linear 

Regression 

Before removal of 

OmniTRAX facility 
0.13 36.4 – 48.3x 0.11 67.7 – 54x 

After removal of 

OmniTRAX facility 
0.13 32.1 – 36x 0.09 62.8 – 40.2x 

 

The remaining outlier is associated with a Norfolk Southern facility in Alexandria, 

Virginia. The facility’s Percent Developed value is approximately 53%, which represents the 

highest value of all facilities in the study group. The facility is associated with an average trip 

distance of approximately 11.2 miles and an average trip duration of approximately 40.5 

minutes. Not considering the outliers discussed previously, the next highest value of Percent 

Developed is approximately 34%, and it is associated with a TRANSFLO facility in Raleigh, 

North Carolina. Removing the points associated with this facility has a slight impact on the R2 

values and linear regression equations associated with the average trip distance and average trip 

duration plots. These impacts are summarized below in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5: Summary of impact of removing Norfolk Southern facility in Alexandria, 

Virginia, from average trip distance and average trip duration plots 

 Avg. Trip Distance 

(miles) 

Avg. Trip Duration 

(minutes) 

 
R2 

Linear 

Regression 
R2 

Linear 

Regression 

Before removal of Norfolk 

Southern facility 
0.13 36.4 – 48.3x 0.11 67.7 – 54x 

After removal of Norfolk 

Southern facility 
0.11 36.5 – 48.7x 0.09 67.9 – 55.5x 

 

Removing all four outliers from the average trip distance and average trip duration plots 

has a noteworthy impact on the associated R2 values and linear regression equations. These 

impacts are summarized below in Table 4.6. The R2 value associated with the average trip 

distance plot almost tripled, increasing from 0.13 to 0.38. The new linear regression equation 

predicts that every 1 percentage point increase in Percent Developed can be associated with a 

reduction in average trip distance of approximately 8.7 miles. The R2 value associated with 

average trip duration tripled, increasing from 0.11 to 0.38. The new linear regression equation 

predicts that every 1 percentage point increase in Percent Developed can be associated with a 

reduction in average trip duration of approximately 11.7 minutes.  

Table 4.6: Summary of impact of removing outliers from average trip distance and average 

trip duration plots 

 

 Avg. Trip Distance 

(miles) 

Avg. Trip Duration 

(minutes) 

 
R2 

Linear 

Regression 
R2 

Linear 

Regression 

Before removal of outliers 0.13 36.4 – 48.3x 0.11 67.7 – 54x 

After removal of outliers 0.38 40.6 – 87.4x 0.38 75.4 – 117x 
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After outliers were identified and the effects of those outliers were investigated, two 

additional regression models were examined to determine whether the model used previously 

(𝑦 ~ 𝑥) allows for the best fit. The additional models examined were 𝑦 ~
1

𝑥
 and 𝑦 ~ ln(𝑥). The R2 

values associated with all three models, before and after the removal of the outliers discussed 

previously, are summarized in Table 4.7. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the results of fitting the 

models to plots of average trip distance versus Percent Developed. Figure 4.9 shows plots that 

include all 33 points in the study group, and Figure 4.10 shows plots where the four outliers have 

been removed. In each figure, plot A corresponds to the model 𝑦 ~ 𝑥, plot B corresponds to the 

model 𝑦 ~
1

𝑥
, and plot C corresponds to the model 𝑦 ~ ln (𝑥).  

Table 4.7 shows that, in the case of both average trip distance versus Percent Developed 

and average trip duration versus Percent Developed, the 𝑦 ~ ln (𝑥) model yields the highest R2 

value before the removal of outliers. After outliers are removed, the 𝑦 ~ 𝑥 model yields the 

highest R2 value. In both average trip distance and average trip duration, the 𝑦 ~
1

𝑥
 model yields 

the lowest R2 values before and after the removal of outliers. The difference between the highest 

and middle R2 values associated with average trip distance and average trip duration are 0.05 and 

0.06, respectively. The difference between the middle and lowest R2 values associated with 

average trip distance and average trip duration are 0.11 and 0.10, respectively. These differences 

suggest that the 𝑦 ~ 𝑥 and 𝑦 ~ ln (𝑥) models are offer a better fit than the 𝑦 ~
1

𝑥
 model. More 

points should be evaluated to determine whether the 𝑦 ~ 𝑥 model or 𝑦 ~ ln (𝑥) model offers the 

best fit.  
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Table 4.7: Comparison of R2 values between regression models 

Average trip distance versus Percent Developed 

 
Regression Model 

y ~ x y ~ 1/x y ~ ln(x) 

Before removal of outliers 0.13 0.12 0.17 

After removal of outliers 0.38 0.22 0.33 

Average trip duration versus Percent Developed 

 
Regression Model 

y ~ x y ~ 1/x y ~ ln(x) 

Before removal of outliers 0.11 0.12 0.15 

After removal of outliers 0.38 0.22 0.32 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between regression models before the removal of outliers 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between regression models after the removal of outliers 
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4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, an analysis of the spatial range of transload facilities was presented. 33 

transload facilities in Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina served as the study group. 

First, NLCD Landcover 2016 information was used to calculate a Percent Developed value 

associated with each facility. Next, StreetLight analysis was used to obtain ZIP code destinations 

for truck trips originating within a 1-mile radius surrounding each facility. The distance between 

each transload facility and the nearest edge of polygons representing ZIP code destinations was 

calculated using GIS. Using these measures of distance along with OD estimates provided by 

StreetLight, the average trip distance weighted by trip frequency was calculated for each facility. 

Estimates of trip duration and OD traffic provided by Streetlight were used to calculate the 

average trip duration weighted by trip frequency for each facility. Average trip distance and 

average trip duration were both plotted against the corresponding facility’s Percent Developed 

Value.  

After removing four outliers, 38% of the variation in average trip distance and average 

trip duration, respectively, can be attributed to variation in Percent Developed. Linear regression 

equations report that all else being equal, every one percentage point increase in Percent 

Developed is associated with a reduction in average trip distance of approximately seven miles 

and a reduction in average trip duration of approximately nine minutes. Regression equations 

𝑦 ~
1

𝑥
 and 𝑦 ~ ln (𝑥) were compared against the linear regression equation (𝑦 ~ 𝑥) used 

previously. This comparison revealed that the relationship between average trip distance/duration 

and Percent Developed is best modeled by either the linear regression or the natural logarithm 

regression. 
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In general, the results of this analysis suggest a negative relationship between urbanness and 

average trip distance and average trip duration. Rural facilities tend to have higher average trip 

distances and average trip durations than those of more urban facilities. These findings can be 

used to help public officials estimate the spatial range of a proposed transload facility based on 

the urbaneness or ruralness of potential site locations. Alternatively, these findings may have 

applications in the creation of freight demand modeling.   
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5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This thesis is focused on investigating the influence of transload facilities. Transload 

facilities create the opportunity for shippers to utilize a combination of rail and truck to haul 

freight, rather than having to choose one mode or the other. The ability to transfer freight from 

one mode to another allows for increased use of rail services and reductions in the proportion of 

freight trips by trucks. Reducing truck traffic has the benefit of reducing fuel costs for shippers, 

reducing congestion and emissions, and reducing degradation of roadway infrastructure. The 

employment opportunities and reduced shipping costs associated with transload facilities are 

thought to provide economic stimulus, piquing the interest of public officials from departments 

of transportation and commerce. The goal of this thesis is to explore analysis questions that may 

benefit public officials as they explore the option of investing in transload facilities as a form of 

economic stimulus.  

Two analysis questions were posed dealing with the economic and spatial impacts of 

transload facilities. Chapter 3 details the analysis of economic impacts, while Chapter 4 details 

the analysis of spatial impacts.  

The objective of the economic analysis was to investigate the quantitative impacts of the 

construction of transload facilities on the economies of nearby communities. This was done by 

evaluating historic business data in counties containing newly constructed transload facilities, 

then comparing this information to historic business data in similar counties not containing 

transload facilities. The findings of the economic analysis can be summarized as follows:  

o The average of differences in employment growth between treated counties and 

corresponding control counties is positive in ten out of 13 years, peaking at an average 

difference of 0.19 percentage points in 2019.  
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o The average of differences in sales volume growth between treated counties and 

corresponding control counties is positive in eight out of 13 years, peaking at an average 

difference of 0.44 percentage points in 2016.  

o With respect to years from estimated time of facility construction, the average of 

differences in employment growth peaks at 0.20 percentage points in the fifth year 

following the time of facility construction. The average of differences in sales volume 

growth peaks at 0.37 percentage points in the fifth and sixth years following the time of 

facility construction.  

o The average of differences in employment growth within the transportation and 

warehousing industries between treated counties and control counties is positive in nine 

out of 13 years, peaking at an average difference of 0.15 percentage points in 2013.  

o The average of differences in sales volume growth within the transportation and 

warehousing industries between treated counties and control counties is positive in nine 

out of 13 years, peaking at an average difference of 0.30 percentage points in 2014.  

o The greatest differences in growth between treated and control counties were associated 

with more rural facilities, namely two facilities in eastern North Dakota. It is suspected 

that this growth may be skewing the average differences reported previously.  

There are several opportunities for future research related to the economic analysis. One 

opportunity involves addressing the relationship between the urbanness or ruralness of a 

transload facility’s location and the economic impacts associated with that transload facility. As 

previously stated, the facilities associated with treated counties having the greatest growth when 

compared to their corresponding control counties were located in rural areas. Future research 
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efforts focused on normalizing the impacts of transload facilities based on the urbanness or 

ruralness of the facilities would help to better generalize the benefits of transload facilities.  

Another future research opportunity involves investigating the relationship between the 

scale of a transload facility’s operations and the scale of its economic impact. There is great 

variation in the types of products and quantities of freight handled by transload facilities. Some 

facilities have a large footprint made up of warehouses and several rail spurs (e.g. Rocky 

Mountain Transload iN Windsor, Colorado), while other facilities have a much smaller footprint 

consisting of a single spur and a loading and unloading area defined by gravel (e.g. Greenville & 

Western Railway Co in Williamston, South Carolina). The listings in Bulk Transporter’s 

directory of transload facilities attempt to document this variation by including informational 

about each facility’s operational characteristics and number of rail car spots available. Further 

analysis could utilize the information in the Bulk Transporter directory to determine whether 

certain operational characteristics or quantities of rail car spots are associated with certain levels 

of economic impact. Additional attempts could be made to contact transload facility 

representatives in the interest of collecting operational information beyond what is available in 

the Bulk Transporter directory.  

Lastly, further analysis related to the economic analysis may evaluate impact based on 

geographic boundaries that more accurately encompass the range of transload facilities. The 

economic analysis presented in Chapter 3 is based on county level geography, yet the spatial 

analysis in Chapter 4 suggests that the range of transload facilities extends far beyond the 

boundaries of the county that the facility is located in. County level data is advantageous in that 

it is relatively easy to obtain, however, it represents a simplification that may significantly 

underestimate the areas being impacted by the construction of a transload facility. Zip codes, 
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census tracts, and/or census blocks may be used in future efforts to generate study areas that 

better reflect the true spatial range of transload facilities.  

The objective of the spatial analysis was to examine how the urban or rural location of 

transload facilities may be related to the facility’s range of influence. The urbanness of 33 

facilities was approximated using NLCD Landcover 2016 data, and spatial range was 

approximated using truck traffic information obtained through StreetLight analysis. The findings 

of the spatial analysis can be summarized as follows: 

o After the removal of outliers, 38% of the variation in both average trip distance and 

average trip duration can be attributed to variation in Percent Developed.  

o Linear regression equations report that all else being equal, every one percentage 

point increase in Percent Developed is associated with a reduction in average trip 

distance of approximately seven miles and a reduction in average trip duration of 

approximately nine minutes.  

o Regression equations 𝑦 ~
1

𝑥
 and 𝑦 ~ ln (𝑥) were compared against the linear 

regression equation (𝑦 ~ 𝑥) used previously. This comparison revealed that the 

relationship between average trip distance/duration and Percent Developed is best 

modeled by either the linear regression or the natural logarithm regression. 

o In general, the results of this analysis suggest a negative relationship between 

urbanness and average trip distance and average trip duration. Rural facilities tend to 

have higher average trip distances and average trip durations than those of more 

urban facilities. 

Opportunities for future research related to spatial analysis include the utilization of rail 

information in the approximation of the spatial influence of transload facilities. By definition, 
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transload facilities provide access to both rail and truck. This analysis approximates the range of 

spatial influence using only one mode. Further research efforts focused on addressing both 

modes would provide a more accurate approximation of rage of influence.  

Additional research opportunities include identifying and evaluating other factors that 

may determine average trip distance and/or average trip duration. This analysis only evaluates 

the relationship between average trip distance/duration and the amount of developed land in the 

20-mile radius surrounding a facility, but other determinants may include proximity to city 

centers, large employers, and/or transportation infrastructure.  

In addition to these findings and opportunities for future research, this thesis also presents 

the creation of a searchable and mappable transload facilities database. While there is a directory 

of operation transload facilities made available by Bulk Transporter, it is limited in its 

application by its web page format. To address this issue, a transload facilities database was 

compiled and used to create an ArcGIS Web App. This web app is intended to serve as a 

resource for further research efforts, allowing for interactive exploration of existing transload 

facility characteristics and providing the opportunity to download information about transload 

facilities in tabular format. 
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APPENDIX A: Newly constructed transload facility profiles 

This appendix presents information specific to each of the 14 ‘newly constructed’ facilities 

serving as the study group for the economic analysis presented in this thesis. This includes 

regional maps, website links, and plots showing changes over time in sums of employment and 

sales volume.  

 

1. Brookhaven Terminal 

Yaphank, New York 

Figure A-1: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Brookhaven Terminal 

 

 

Address 205 Sills Rd 

Yaphank, New York 11980 

 

Facility website http://www.brookhavenrailterminal.com/default.asp  

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2011 

 

http://www.brookhavenrailterminal.com/default.asp
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Figure A-2: Brookhaven Terminal: Percent difference in sums of employment and sales 

volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-3: Brookhaven Terminal: Percent difference in sums of employment and sales 

volume relative to year of construction (NAICS beginning with ‘48’ & ‘49’) 
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Figure A-4: Employment growth in control counties associated with Brookhaven Terminal 

(all relevant NAICS) 

Figure A-5: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Brookhaven Terminal 

(all relevant NAICS) 
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2. Foodliner Inc 

Garden City, Kansas 

Figure A-6: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Foodliner Inc 

 

 

Address 110 S Jennie Barker Rd 

Garden City, Kansas 67846 

 

Facility website http://foodliner.com/  

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2012 

 

 

 

 

http://foodliner.com/
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Figure A-7: Foodliner Inc: Percent difference in sums of employment and sales volume 

relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

Figure A-8: Foodliner Inc: Percent difference in sums of employment and sales volume 

relative to year of construction (NAICS beginning with ‘48’ & ‘49’) 
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Figure A-9: Employment growth in control counties associated with Foodliner Inc (all 

relevant NAICS) 

 

Figure A-10: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Brookhaven 

Terminal (all relevant NAICS) 
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3. Grafton & Upton Bulk Terminal 

West Upton, Massachusetts 

Figure A-11: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Grafton & Upton Bulk Terminal 

 

 

Address 25 Maple Ave 

West Upton, Massachusetts 01568 

 

Facility website http://graftonuptonrr.com/  

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://graftonuptonrr.com/
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Figure A-12: Grafton & Upton Bulk Terminal: Percent difference in sums of employment 

and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 
 

Figure A-13: Grafton & Upton Bulk Terminal: Percent difference in sums of sales volume 

and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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Figure A-14: Employment growth in control counties associated with Grafton & Upton 

Bulk Terminal (all relevant NAICS) 

 

Figure A-15: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Grafton & Upton 

Bulk Terminal (all relevant NAICS) 
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4. Greenville & Western Railway Company 

Williamston, South Carolina 

Figure A-16: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Greenville & Western Railway 

Company 

 

 

Address 210 Mill St 

Williamston, South Carolina 29697 

 

Facility website http://www.wcrscorp.com/railroads.html  

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2015 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.wcrscorp.com/railroads.html
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Figure A-17: Greenville & Western Railway Company: Percent difference in sums of 

employment and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

 
 

Figure A-18: Grafton & Upton Bulk Terminal: Percent difference in sums of sales volume 

and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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Figure A-19: Employment growth in control counties associated with Greenville & 

Western Railway Company (all relevant NAICS) 

 

Figure A-20: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Greenville & 

Western Railway Company (all relevant NAICS) 
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5. Harnett Transload Intermodal 

Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina 

Figure A-21: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Harnett Transload Intermodal 

 

Address 9029 Hwy 401 N 

Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina 27526 

 

Facility website http://htandi.com/  

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2006 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://htandi.com/
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Figure A-22: Harnett Transload Intermodal: Percent difference in sums of employment 

and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-23: Harnett Transload Intermodal: Percent difference in sums of sales volume 

and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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Figure A-24: Employment growth in control counties associated with Harnett Transload 

Intermodal (all relevant NAICS) 

Figure A-25: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Harnett Transload 

Intermodal (all relevant NAICS) 
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6. Manly Terminal LLC 

Manly, Iowa 

Figure A-26: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Manly Terminal LLC 

 

Address 380th St 

Manly, Iowa 50456 

 

Facility website http://www.manlyterminal.com/home.php  

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2008 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.manlyterminal.com/home.php
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Figure A-27: Manly Terminal LLC: Percent difference in sums of employment and sales 

volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-28: Manly Terminal LLC: Percent difference in sums of sales volume and sales 

volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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Figure A-29: Employment growth in control counties associated with Manly Terminal LLC 

(all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-30: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Manly Terminal LLC 

(all relevant NAICS) 
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7. MILS Gulf Coast Transload and Distribution 

Moss Point, Mississippi 

Figure A-31: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting MILS Gulf Coast Transload and 

Distribution 

 

Address 11460 Saracennia Road 

Moss Point, MS 39562 

 

Facility website https://www.heniff.com/  

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2007 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.heniff.com/
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Figure A-32: MILS Gulf Coast Transload and Distribution: Percent difference in sums of 

employment and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-33: MILS Gulf Coast Transload and Distribution: Percent difference in sums of 

sales volume and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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Figure A-34: Employment growth in control counties associated with MILS Gulf Coast 

Transload and Distribution (all relevant NAICS) 

 

Figure A-35: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with MILS Gulf Coast 

Transload and Distribution (all relevant NAICS)  
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8. Norfolk Southern TBT 

Streator, Illinois 

Figure A-36: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Norfolk Southern TBT 

 

Address 32600 North 600 East Rd 

Streator, IL 61740 

 

Facility website http://www.nscorp.com/content/nscorp/en.html  

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2013 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nscorp.com/content/nscorp/en.html
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Figure A-37: Norfolk Southern TBT: Percent difference in sums of employment and sales 

volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-38: Norfolk Southern TBT: Percent difference in sums of sales volume and sales 

volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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Figure A-39: Employment growth in control counties associated with Norfolk Southern 

TBT (all relevant NAICS) 

 

Figure A-40: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Norfolk Southern 

TBT (all relevant NAICS)  
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9. Rocky Mountain Transload Inc 

Windsor, Colorado 

Figure A-41: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Rocky Mountain Transload Inc 

 

Address 7350 Krameria Dr 

Commerce City, CO 80022 

 

Facility website https://www.rmtcompanies.com/  

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rmtcompanies.com/
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Figure A-42: Rocky Mountain Transload Inc: Percent difference in sums of employment 

and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 
 

Figure A-43: Rocky Mountain Transload Inc: Percent difference in sums of sales volume 

and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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Figure A-44: Employment growth in control counties associated with Rocky Mountain 

Transload Inc (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-45: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Rocky Mountain 

Transload Inc (all relevant NAICS)  
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10. Savage Services 

Elko, Nevada 

Figure A-46: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Savage Services (Elko, Nevada) 

 

Address 8800 E Idaho St 

Elko, Nevada 89801 

 

Facility website https://www.savageservices.com/  

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.savageservices.com/
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Figure A-47: Savage Services (Elko, Nevada): Percent difference in sums of employment 

and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-48: Savage Services (Elko, Nevada): Percent difference in sums of sales volume 

and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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Figure A-49: Employment growth in control counties associated with Savage Services 

(Elko, Nevada) (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-50: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Savage Services 

(Elko, Nevada) (all relevant NAICS)  
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11. Savage Services 

Big Spring, Texas 

Figure A-51: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Savage Services (Big Spring, 

Texas) 

 

 

Address 3805 Bethel Dr 

Big Spring, Texas 79720 

 

Facility website https://www.savageservices.com/ 

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2015 

 

 

 

 

https://www.savageservices.com/
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Figure A-52: Savage Services (Big Spring, Texas): Percent difference in sums of 

employment and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 
Figure A-53: Savage Services (Big Spring, Texas): Percent difference in sums of sales 

volume and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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Figure A-54: Employment growth in control counties associated with Savage Services (Big 

Spring, Texas) (all relevant NAICS) 

 

Figure A-55: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Savage Services (Big 

Spring, Texas) (all relevant NAICS) 
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12. Savage Services’ Bakken Petroleum Services Hub 

Williston, North Dakota 

Figure A-56: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Savage Services’ Bakken 

petroleum Services Hub 

 

 

Address 14891 NW 42nd St 

Trenton, North Dakota 58853 

 

Facility website https://www.savageservices.com/ 

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2012 

 

 

 

 

https://www.savageservices.com/
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Figure A-57: Savage Services’ Bakken petroleum Services Hub: Percent difference in sums 

of employment and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-58: Savage Services’ Bakken petroleum Services Hub: Percent difference in sums 

of sales volume and sales volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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Figure A-59: Employment growth in control counties associated with Savage Services’ 

Bakken petroleum Services Hub (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-60: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Savage Services’ 

Bakken petroleum Services Hub (all relevant NAICS) 
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13. Van-G Logistics 

Selma, California 

Figure A-61: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Van-G Logistics 

 

 

Address 14555 S Peach Ave 

Selma, California 93662 

 

Facility website http://www.vanglogistics.com/  

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2009 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.vanglogistics.com/
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Figure A-62: Van-G Logistics: Percent difference in sums of employment and sales volume 

relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

Figure A-63: Van-G Logistics: Percent difference in sums of sales volume and sales volume 

relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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Figure A-64: Employment growth in control counties associated with Van-G Logistics (all 

relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-65: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Van-G Logistics (all 

relevant NAICS) 
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14. Watco Transloading 

Fairview, North Dakota 

Figure A-66: Aerial imagery and regional maps depicting Watco Transloading 

 

Address Co Rd 142 

Fairview, North Dakota 59221 

 

Facility website https://www.watco.com/  

 

Estimated year 

of construction 

2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.watco.com/
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Figure A-67: Watco Transloading: Percent difference in sums of employment and sales 

volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 

 

 

Figure A-68: Watco Transloading: Percent difference in sums of sales volume and sales 

volume relative to year of construction (all relevant NAICS) 
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Figure A-69: Employment growth in control counties associated with Watco Transloading 

(all relevant NAICS) 

 

Figure A-70: Sales volume growth in control counties associated with Watco 

Transloading (all relevant NAICS)  
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APPENDIX B: Details of ‘control county’ selection 

This Appendix contains information pertaining to the selection of control counties. For 

every county containing a newly constructed transload facility, at least five control counties 

having similar median household income, population density, and level of freeway access were 

identified. counties containing newly constructed facilities, referred to as ‘treated counties,’ were 

then compared to their corresponding control counties. Because the threshold for ‘similar’ was 

slightly altered for each treated county being analyzed, specific details regarding control county 

selection have been included here.  
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Brookhaven Terminal 

Yaphank, New York 

Treated county: Suffolk (FIPS 103) 

 

Table B-1: Threshold values calculated for Brookhaven Terminal 

 

 Treated 

county 

value 

10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$65,288.00 $58,759.20 $71,816.80 $52,230.40 $78,345.60 

Population density 

(persons per sq. 

mi.) 

1,522 1,370 1,675 1,218 1,827 

 

Freeway access: Located near I-495 

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): Rockland 

Additional counties meeting both preferences (20%): N/A 

 

Additional counties meeting ‘Median HH Income’ preference (10%): Westchester 

Additional counties meeting ‘Population Density’ preference (10%): N/A 

 

Additional counties meeting ‘Median HH Income’ preference (20%): Dutchess, Putnam, 

Richmond 

Additional counties meeting ‘Population Density’ preference (20%): N/A 

 

Table B-2: Summary of control counties identified for Brookhaven Terminal 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Dutchess 027 $53,086 339.9 

2 Putnam 079 $72,279 387.0 

3 Richmond 085 $55,039 7,545.5 

4 Rockland 087 $67,971 1,603.1 

5 Westchester 119 $63,582 2,050.3 
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Foodliner Inc 

Garden City, Kansas 

Treated county: Finney (FIPS 055) 

 

Table B-3: Threshold values calculated for Foodliner Inc 

 

 Treated 

county value 
10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$38,474.00 $34,626.60 $42,321.40 $30,779.20 $46,268.80 

Population density 

(persons per sq. 

mi.) 

32 29 36 27 39 

 

Freeway access: Not adjacent to any freeways. I-70 is two counties to the north, and I-135 is several 

counties to the east. 

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): Seward, Ford, McPherson* 

Additional counties meeting both preferences (20%): Ellis*, Barton, Cowley, Labette, Neosho, 

Allen, Jefferson, Atchison 
 

* Eliminated due to high level of freeway access compared to treated county. 

 

Table B-4: Summary of control counties identified for Foodliner Inc 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Allen 001 $31,481 28.5 

2 Barton 009 $32,176 31.3 

3 Cowley 035 $34,406 32.0 

4 Ford 057 $37,860 29.5 

5 Labette 099 $30,875 35.0 

6 Neosho 133 $32,167 29.4 

7 Seward 175 $36,752 35.1 
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Grafton Upton Bulk Terminal 
West Upton, Massachusetts 

Analysis county: Worcester (FIPS 027) 

 

Table B-5: Threshold values calculated for Grafton Upton Bulk Terminal 

 

 
Treated 

county value 
10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$47,874.00 $43,086.60 $52,661.40 $38,299.20 $57,448.80 

Population density 

(persons per sq. 

mi.) 

476 429 524 381 572 

 

Freeway access: Facility itself is closest to I-90 and I-495. County has access to I-90, I-190, I-

290, I-395, I-495, and I-84. 

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): N/A 

Additional counties meeting both preferences (20%): N/A 

 

Additional counties meeting ‘Median HH Income’ preference (10%): Bristol, Barnstable, 

Dukes*, Essex 

Additional counties meeting ‘Population Density’ preference (10%): N/A 

 

Additional counties meeting ‘Median HH Income’ preference (20%): Berkshire, Suffolk 

Additional counties meeting ‘Population Density’ preference (20%): N/A 

 

* Eliminated due to low level of freeway access compared to treated county. 

 

Table B-6: Summary of control counties identified for Grafton Upton Bulk Terminal 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Barnstable 001 $45,922 529.5 

2 Berkshire 003 $39,047 142.6 

3 Bristol 005 $43,496 929.9 

4 Essex 009 $51,576 1,397.2 

5 Suffolk 025 $39,355 11,388.1 
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Greenville Western Railway 
Williamston, South Carolina 

Analysis county: Anderson (FIPS 007) 

 

Table B-7: Threshold values calculated for Greenville Western Railway 

 

 Treated 

county value 
10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$36,807.00 $33,126.30 $40,487.70 $29,445.60 $44,168.40 

Population density 

(persons per sq. 

mi.) 

219 198 241 176 263 

 

Freeway access: County has direct access to I-85, I-385 runs in an adjacent county to the east.  

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): N/A 

Additional counties meeting both preferences (20%): N/A 

 

Additional counties meeting ‘Median HH Income’ preference (10%): Greenwood*, Saluda*, 

Edgefield, Aiken**, Spartanburg**, Cherokee, Lancaster*, Kershaw, Richland, Sumter, 

Florence, Horry*, Georgetown*, Berkeley**, Charleston** 

Additional counties meeting ‘Population Density’ preference (10%): York, Beaufort 

 

* Eliminated due to low level of freeway access compared to treated county. 

** Eliminated due to existing transload facilities.  

 

Table B-8: Summary of control counties identified for Greenville Western Railway 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Beaufort 013 $46,992 204.1 

2 Cherokee 021 $33,787 132.2 

3 Edgefield 037 $35,146 48.6 

4 Florence 041 $35,144 156.5 

5 Kershaw 055 $38,804 71.1 

6 Richland 079 $39,961 415.5 

7 Sumter 085 $33,278 153.4 

8 York 091 $44,539 236.6 
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Harnett Transload Intermodal 
Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina 

Analysis county: Harnett (FIPS 085) 

 

Table B-9: Threshold values calculated for Harnett Transload Intermodal 

 

 Treated 

county value 
10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$35,105.00 $31,594.50 $38,615.50 $28,084.00 $42,126.00 

Population density 

(persons per sq. 

mi.) 

152 137 168 122 183 

 

Freeway access: Contains small portion of I-95, also close to I-40. 

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): Caldwell, Nash, Randolph, Rockingham, Stanly 

Additional counties meeting both preferences (20%): Watauga, Alexander, Burke, Surry**, 

Davie, Robeson**, Vance, Lenoir, Pasquotank* 

 

* Eliminated due to low level of freeway access compared to treated county. 

** Eliminated due to high level of freeway access compared to treated county.  

 

Table B-10: Summary of control counties identified for Harnett Transload Intermodal 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Alexander 003 $38,648 127.7 

2 Burke 023 $35,629 173.1 

3 Caldwell 027 $35,739 163.2 

4 Davie 059 $40,174 130.5 

5 Lenoir 107 $31,191 148.3 

6 Randolph 151 $38,348 165.1 

7 Rockingham 157 $33,874 160.6 

8 Stanly 167 $36,898 143.7 

9 Vance 181 $31,301 159.1 

10 Watauga 189 $32,611 136.5 
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Manly Terminal 
Manly, Iowa 

Analysis county: Worth (FIPS 195) 

 

Table B-11: Threshold values calculated for Manly Terminal 

 

 Treated 

county value 
10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$36,444.00 $32,799.60 $40,088.40 $29,155.20 $43,732.80 

Population density 

(persons per sq. 

mi.) 

20 18 22 16 24 

 

Freeway access: County has direct access to I-35. 

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): Lyon*, Ida*, Sac*, Calhoun*, Greene*, Guthrie, 

Howard, Franklin, Clarke, Monroe*, Keokuk  

 

* Eliminated due to low level of freeway access compared to treated county. 

 

Table B-12: Summary of control counties identified for Manly Terminal 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Clarke 039 $34,474 21.2 

2 Franklin 069 $36,042 18.4 

3 Guthrie 077 $36,495 19.1 

4 Howard 089 $34,641 21.0 

5 Keokuk 107 $34,025 19.7 
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MILS Gulf Coast 
Moss Point, Mississippi 

Analysis county: Jackson (FIPS 059) 

 

Table B-13: Threshold values calculated for MILS Gulf Coast 

 

 Treated 

county value 
10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$39,118.00 $35,206.20 $43,029.80 $31,294.40 $46,941.60 

Population density 

(persons per sq. 

mi.) 

178 161 196 143 214 

 

Freeway access: County has direct access to I-10. 

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): Lee* 

Additional counties meeting both preferences (20%): Rankin 

 

Additional counties meeting ‘Median HH Income’ preference (10%): Tate, Lamar 

Additional counties meeting ‘Population Density’ preference (10%): N/A 

 

Additional counties meeting ‘Median HH Income’ preference (20%): Hancock, Hinds, 

Warren, Lowndes*, Pontotoc*, Union* 

Additional counties meeting ‘Population Density’ preference (20%): Forrest 

 

* Eliminated due to low level of freeway access compared to treated county. 

 

Table B-14: Summary of control counties identified for MILS Gulf Coast 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Hancock 045 $35,202 89.0 

2 Hinds 049 $33,991 285.9 

3 Lamar 073 $37,628 78.1 

4 Rankin 121 $44,946 143.1 

5 Tate 137 $35,836 61.7 

6 Warren 149 $35,056 80.2 
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Norfolk Southern TBT 
Streator, IL 

Analysis county: Livingston* (FIPS 105) 

 

* This county contains an existing transload facility.  

 

Table B-15: Threshold values calculated for Norfolk Southern TBT 

 

 Treated 

county value 
10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$41,342.00 $37,207.80 $45,476.20 $33,073.60 $49,610.40 

Population density 

(persons per sq. 

mi.) 

38 35 42 31 46 

 

Freeway access: County has direct access to I-55. Facility in close proximity to I-39. 

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): Bureau, Jo Daviess**, De Witt, Moultrie** 

Additional counties meeting both preferences (20%): Carroll**, Putnam, Marshall, Fulton, 

Cass**, Piatt, Montgomery, Johnson, Edgar**, Menard, Warren**, Cumberland, Clark 

 

** Eliminated due to low level of freeway access compared to treated county. 

 

Table B-16: Summary of control counties identified for Norfolk Southern TBT 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Bureau 011 $40,233 40.7 

2 Clark 023 $35,967 33.7 

3 Cumberland 035 $36,149 32.4 

4 De Witt 039 $41,256 41.5 

5 Fulton 057 $33,952 43.3 

6 Johnson 087 $33,326 36.9 

7 Marshall 123 $41,576 33.1 

8 Menard 129 $46,596 39.6 

9 Montgomery 135 $33,123 43.2 

10 Piatt 147 $45,752 37.2 

11 Putnam 155 $45,492 35.3 
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Rocky Mountain Transload Inc 
Windsor, Colorado 

Analysis county: Weld (FIPS 123) 

 

Table B-17: Threshold values calculated for Rocky Mountain Transload Inc 

 

 Treated 

county 

value 

10% Threshold 15% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$42,321 $38,089 $46,553 $35,973 $48,669 33,857 50,785 

Population 

density 

(persons per 

sq. mi.) 

45 41 50 39 52 36 54 

 

Freeway access: County has direct access to I-25 and I-76.  

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): N/A 

Additional counties meeting both preferences (20%): Teller 

 

Additional counties meeting ‘Median HH Income’ preference (10%): Moffat*, Ouray*, La 

Plata*, Denver** 

Additional counties meeting ‘Population Density’ preference (10%): N/A 

 

Additional counties meeting ‘Median HH Income’ preference (15%): Lake, Garfield, Grand, 

Gunnison*, San Miguel*, El Paso, Hinsdale*, Rio Blanco*, Cheyenne*, Archuleta* 

Additional counties meeting ‘Population Density’ preference (20%): Summit 

 

* Eliminated due to low level of freeway access compared to treated county. 

** Eliminated due to existing transload facilities.  

 

Table B-18: Summary of control counties identified for Rocky Mountain Transload Inc 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 El Paso 041 $46,844 242.7 

2 Garfield 045 $47,016 14.8 

3 Grand 049 $47,759 6.65 

4 Lake 065 $37,691 20.3 

5 Summit 117 $56,587 38.0 

6 Teller 119 $50,165 36.8 
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Savage Bakken Petroleum Services Hub 
Williston, North Dakota 

Analysis county: Williams (FIPS 105) 

 

Table B-19: Threshold values calculated for Savage Bakken Petroleum Services Hub 

 

 Treated 

county 

value 

5% Threshold 10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$31,491 $29,916 $33,065 $28,341 $34,640 $25,192 $37,789 

Population 

density 

(persons per 

sq. mi.) 

10 10 11 9 11 8 12 

 

Freeway access: Access I-94 is two counties to the south. No direct freeway access. 

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): Walsh*, Stustman* 

Additional counties meeting both preferences (20%): Ramsey, Trail 

 

Additional counties meeting ‘Median HH Income’ preference (5%): Bowman, Stark*, 

McLean, Wells, Foster, Barnes*, Towner, Cavalier, Renville, Golden Valley**, Billings**, 

Dunn** 

Additional counties meeting ‘Population Density’ preference (10%): N/A 

 

* Eliminated due to high level of freeway access compared to treated county. 

** Eliminate due to proximity to a county containing a different newly constructed transload 

facility. 

 

Table B-20: Summary of control counties identified for Savage Bakken Petroleum Services 

Hub 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Bowman 011 $31,906 2.8 

2 Cavalier 019 $31,868 3.2 

3 Foster 031 $32,019 5.8 

4 McLean 055 $32,337 4.0 

5 Renville 075 $30,746 2.9 

6 Towner 095 $32,740 2.8 

7 Wells 103 $31,894 4.0 
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Savage Services 
Elko, Nevada 

Analysis county: Elko (FIPS 007) 

 

Table B-21: Threshold values calculated for Savage Services (Elko, Nevada) 

 

 Treated 

county value 
10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$48,383.00 $43,544.70 $53,221.30 $38,706.40 $58,059.60 

Population density 

(persons per sq. 

mi.) 

3 3 4 3 4 

 

Freeway access: County has direct access to I-80 

 

Elko county has the second highest median income and the tenth lowest population density out 

of seventeen counties. There aren’t many counties which can be considered ‘similar’ based on 

how similarity has been defined in this analysis. The state being split into only seventeen 

counties doesn’t allow for a large pool of counties to choose from that don’t border Elko county 

or contain an existing transload facility. For these reasons, the ‘comparison counties’ in this 

instance were chosen more loosely than in previous steps. 

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): N/A 

Additional counties meeting both preferences (20%): N/A 

 

Table B-22: Summary of control counties identified for Savage Services (Elko, Nevada) 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Churchill 001 $40,808 4.8 

2 Esmerelda 009 $33,203 0.3 

3 Lincoln 017 $31,979 0.4 

4 Mineral 021 $32,891 1.3 

5 Pershing 027 $40,670 1.1 
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Savage Services 
Big Spring, Texas 

Analysis county: Howard* (FIPS 227) 

 

* This county also contains an existing transload facility.  

 

Table B-23: Threshold values calculated for Savage Services (Big Spring, Texas) 

 

 Treated 

county value 
10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$30,805.00 $27,724.50 $33,885.50 $24,644.00 $36,966.00 

Population density 

(persons per sq. 

mi.) 

38 35 42 31 46 

 

Freeway access: County has direct access to I-20 and US-87. 

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): Bee, Brown**, Hale, Hopkins***, Jasper, 

Kleberg**, Navarro, Polk**, Rains, San Jacinto, Wharton** 

 

** Eliminated due to low level of freeway access compared to treated county. 

*** Eliminate due to an existing transload facility.  

 

Table B-24: Summary of control counties identified for Savage Services (Big Spring, Texas) 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Bee 025 $28,392 36.8 

2 Hale 189 $31,280 36.4 

3 Jasper 241 $30,902 36.7 

4 Navarro 349 $31,268 41.5 

5 Rains 379 $33,712 35.3 

6 San Jacinto 407 $32,220 35.4 
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Van-G Logistics 
Selma, California 

Analysis county: Fresno* (FIPS 019) 

 

* This county contains an existing transload facility.  

 

Table B-25: Threshold values calculated for Van-G Logistics 

 

 Treated 

county value 
10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$34,725.00 $31,252.50 $38,197.50 $27,780.00 $41,670.00 

Population density 

(persons per sq. 

mi.) 

133 120 147 107 160 

 

Freeway access: County has direct access to I-5 and California State Route 99. 

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): Butte 

Additional counties meeting both preferences (20%): Sutter 

 

Additional counties meeting ‘Median HH Income’ preference (10%): Imperial***, Kern, 

Mariposa***, Mendocino***, Colusa***, Glenn***, Sierra**, Plumas**, Lassen**, Shasta 

Additional counties meeting ‘Population Density’ preference (10%): Santa Barbara 

 

** Eliminated due to low level of freeway access compared to treated county. 

*** Of the counties listed, these have the greatest difference in population density compared to 

the treated county. For this reason, they are eliminated.   

 

Table B-26: Summary of control counties identified for Van-G Logistics 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Butte 007 $31,924 121.1 

2 Kern 029 $35,446 81.1 

3 Santa Barbara 083 $46,677 145.2 

4 Shasta 089 $34,335 42.4 

5 Sutter 101 $38,375 129.7 
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Watco Transloading 
Fairview, North Dakota 

Analysis county: McKenzie county (FIPS 053) 

 

Table B-27: Threshold values calculated for Watco Transloading 

 

 Treated 

county value 
10% Threshold 20% Threshold 

Median HH 

Income 
$29,342.00 $26,407.80 $32,276.20 $23,473.60 $35,210.40 

Population density 

(persons per sq. 

mi.) 

2 2 3 2 3 

 

Freeway access: Access to I-94 is one county to the south. No direct freeway access. 

 

Counties meeting both preferences (10%): Bowman, Hettinger, Adams, Renville*, Logan 

Additional counties meeting both preferences (20%): Emmons, Towner* 

 

* Eliminated due to low level of freeway access compared to treated county. 

 

Table B-28: Summary of control counties identified for Watco Transloading 

 

 CONTROL 

COUNTY 

FIPS 

CODE 

MEDIAN HH 

INCOME 

POPULATION DENSITY 

(PERSONS PER SQ. MI.) 

1 Adams 001 $29,097 2.6 

2 Bowman 011 $31,906 2.8 

3 Emmons 029 $26,119 2.8 

4 Hettinger 041 $29,209 2.4 

5 Logan 047 $27,986 2.3 
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APPENDIX C: R Script  

#Transload facilities economic impact analysis 

#Author: Molly Burke (mcburke2@ncsu.edu) 

#Last updated 6/18/2021 

 

library(tidyverse) 

library(viridis) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(hrbrthemes) 

library(patchwork) 

library(directlabels) 

library(RColorBrewer) 

library(gghighlight) 

 

#Import csv file containing historic business data records 

#Remove rows containins NA values 

FacilityInfo <- na.omit(read.csv("FacilityInfo.csv", 

                                 colClasses = c('numeric', 

                                                rep('character',10), 

                                                rep('numeric',4)))) 

 

#Assign subtitle and label text used in plots 

FacilityInfo_subtitle <- "Facility Name (City, State)" 

FacilityInfo_label <- "Year of Construction: 2000" 

 

#Define list including name of treated county and control counties 

FacilityInfo_counties <- list('Treated County', 'A','B','C','D','E','F') 

 

#Grouping observations by record yr and county, calculating % differences 

FacilityInfo_grpd_calcs <- prcnt_diff_calcs(grouping(FacilityInfo), 

                                            FacilityInfo_counties,2000) 
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#Plotting % diff in emp  

FacilityInfo_sumemp_plot <- prcntdiff_sumemp_plot(FacilityInfo_grpd_calcs, 

                                                  'Treated County', 2000, 

                                                  FacilityInfo_subtitle,  

                                                  FacilityInfo_label) 

 

#Plotting % diff in sales volume 

FacilityInfo_sumsv_plot <- prcntdiff_sumsv_plot(FacilityInfo_grpd_calcs, 

                                                'Treated County', 2000, 

                                                FacilityInfo_subtitle,  

                                                FacilityInfo_label) 

 

#Plotting %diff in emp for each county (both treated and control) individually 

FacilityInfo_sumemp_grpplt <- prcntdiff_sumemp_groupplot( 

  FacilityInfo_grpd_calcs,'Treated County', 2000,FacilityInfo_subtitle, 

  FacilityInfo_label) 

FacilityInfo_sumemp_grpplt 

 

#Plotting %diff in sv for each county (both treated and control) individually 

FacilityInfo_sumsv_grpplt <- prcntdiff_sumsv_groupplot(FacilityInfo_grpd_calcs, 

                                                 'Treated County', 2000, 

                                                 FacilityInfo_subtitle, 

                                                 FacilityInfo_label) 

FacilityInfo_sumsv_grpplt 

 

#Calculating average % difference values for control counties 

FacilityInfoCompCounties <- comparison_avg_calc(FacilityInfo_grpd_calcs, 

                                                'Treated County') 

 

#Adding avg. of control counties to % diff in emp plot 

FacilityInfo_emp_avgplot <- FacilityInfo_sumemp_plot+ 

  geom_line(data=FacilityInfoCompCounties,aes(x=archive_version_year,y=avg_pd_emp), 

            color="#FAC800",lwd=1)+ 
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  geom_label(x=2015, y = -0.25,label='Average of \n Similar Counties',  

             size=4, color="#FAC800") 

 

#Adding avg. of control counties to % diff in sv plot 

FacilityInfo_sv_avgplot <- FacilityInfo_sumsv_plot+ 

  geom_line(data=FacilityInfoCompCounties,aes(x=archive_version_year,y=avg_pd_sv), 

            color="#FAC800",lwd=1)+ 

  geom_label(x=2015, y = -0.25, 

             label='Average of \n Similar Counties',  

             size=4, color="#FAC800") 

 

#Plotting % differences in emp and sv with similar county averages side by side 

((FacilityInfo_emp_avgplot + ylim(-0.5,0.5))|(FacilityInfo_sv_avgplot + ylim(-0.5,0.5)))/ 

  guide_area()+ plot_layout(widths=c(1,1),heights=c(1,0.05),guides = 'collect') 

 

#Repeating previous calculations after isolating transportation and warehousing 

 

FacilityInfo_freight <- filter(FacilityInfo,startsWith(primary_naics_code,'48')| 

                           startsWith(primary_naics_code,'49')) 

 

FacilityInfo_frght_grpd_calcs <- prcnt_diff_calcs(grouping(FacilityInfo_freight), 

                                            FacilityInfo_counties,2000) 

 

FacilityInfo_frght_sumemp_plot <- prcntdiff_sumemp_plot(FacilityInfo_frght_grpd_calcs, 

                                                  'Suffolk', 2000, 

                                                  FacilityInfo_subtitle, FacilityInfo_label) 

 

FacilityInfo_frght_sumsv_plot <- prcntdiff_sumsv_plot(FacilityInfo_frght_grpd_calcs, 

                                                'Suffolk', 2000,FacilityInfo_subtitle, 

                                                FacilityInfo_label) 

 

FacilityInfo_frght_sumemp_grpplt <- prcntdiff_sumemp_groupplot(FacilityInfo_frght_grpd_calcs,  

                                                         'Suffolk', 2000, 
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                                                         FacilityInfo_subtitle, 

                                                         FacilityInfo_label) 

 

#Calculating average % difference values for similar counties 

FacilityInfoCompCounties_frght <- comparison_avg_calc(FacilityInfo_frght_grpd_calcs, 

                                                'Treated County') 

 

FacilityInfo_frght_emp_avgplot <- FacilityInfo_frght_sumemp_plot+ 

  geom_line(data=FacilityInfoCompCounties,aes(x=archive_version_year,y=avg_pd_emp), 

            color="#FAC800",lwd=1)+ 

  geom_label(x=2015, y = -0.25,label='Average of \n Similar Counties',  

             size=4, color="#FAC800") 

 

FacilityInfo_frght_sv_avgplot <- FacilityInfo_frght_sumsv_plot+ 

  geom_line(data=FacilityInfoCompCounties_frght,aes(x=archive_version_year,y=avg_pd_sv), 

            color="#FAC800",lwd=1)+ 

  geom_label(x=2015, y = -0.25, 

             label='Average of \n Similar Counties',  

             size=4, color="#FAC800") 

 

#Plotting % differences in emp and sv with similar county averages side by side 

((FacilityInfo_frght_emp_avgplot + ylim(-0.75,0.5)+ 

    ggtitle(label = "% Difference in sum of employment relative to year of construction (NAICS '48' & '49')"))| 

    (FacilityInfo_frght_sv_avgplot + ylim(-0.75,0.5)+ 

       ggtitle(label = "% Difference in sum of sales volume relative to year of construction (NAICS '48' & '49')")))/ 

  guide_area()+ plot_layout(widths=c(1,1),heights=c(1,0.05),guides = 'collect') 

 

#Calculating differences between treated county and control counties 

FacilityInfo_trtd_county <- subset(filter(FacilityInfo_grpd_calcs,county_name=='Treated County'), 

                             select = c(archive_version_year, 

                                        percent_diff_sum_emp, 

                                        percent_diff_sum_sv)) 
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FacilityInfo_diff <- filter(merge(FacilityInfoCompCounties,FacilityInfo_trtd_county, 

                            by="archive_version_year"), 

                      archive_version_year >= 2000) 

FacilityInfo_diff$emp_diff <- FacilityInfo_diff$percent_diff_sum_emp - FacilityInfo_diff$avg_pd_emp 

FacilityInfo_diff$sv_diff <- FacilityInfo_diff$percent_diff_sum_sv - FacilityInfo_diff$avg_pd_sv 

FacilityInfo_diff$facility_name <- 'Facility Name' 

 

FacilityInfo_trtd_county_frght <- subset(filter(FacilityInfo_frght_grpd_calcs,county_name=='Treated County'), 

                                   select = c(archive_version_year, 

                                              percent_diff_sum_emp, 

                                              percent_diff_sum_sv)) 

 

FacilityInfo_frght_diff <- filter(merge(FacilityInfoCompCounties_frght,FacilityInfo_trtd_county_frght, 

                                  by="archive_version_year"), 

                            archive_version_year >= 2000) 

FacilityInfo_frght_diff$emp_diff <- FacilityInfo_frght_diff$percent_diff_sum_emp - FacilityInfo_frght_diff$avg_pd_emp 

FacilityInfo_frght_diff$sv_diff <- FacilityInfo_frght_diff$percent_diff_sum_sv - FacilityInfo_frght_diff$avg_pd_sv 

FacilityInfo_frght_diff$facility_name <- 'Facility Name' 

 

# Functions --------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

#Name: grouping 

#Purpose: Group records associated with the same year and county, sum employment 

#and sales volume in each group. 

#Argument: Dataframe containing business records 

grouping <- function(facilityinfo){ 

  return_info <- facilityinfo %>% 

    group_by(archive_version_year,  

             county_name ) %>% 

    summarize(count_by_site = n(), 

              sum_emp = sum(employee_size_location), 

              sum_sv = sum(sales_volume_location)) 

  return(return_info) 
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} 

 

#Name: prcnt_diff_calcs 

#Purpose: Calculate % difference with respect to base year (facility's  

#construction year) 

#Arguments: Dataframe containing business records, list containing name of  

#treated county and control counties, facility's estimated construction year 

prcnt_diff_calcs <- function(facilityinfo, counties, constructionyr){ 

  ref_data <- tibble() 

  ref_data$county_name <- '' 

  ref_data$count_by_site <- 0 

  ref_data$sum_emp <- 0 

  ref_data$sum_sv <- 0 

  for(i in 1:length(counties)){ 

    current_row <- filter(facilityinfo,  

                          county_name == counties[[i]] &  

                            archive_version_year == constructionyr) 

    ref_data[i,1] <- counties[i] 

    ref_data[i,2] <- current_row[1,3] 

    ref_data[i,3] <- current_row[1,4] 

    ref_data[i,4] <- current_row[1,5] 

  } 

  facilityinfo$percent_diff_site_count <- 0 

  facilityinfo$percent_diff_sum_emp <- 0 

  facilityinfo$percent_diff_sum_sv <- 0 

   

  return_calcs <- tibble() 

   

  for(i in 1:length(counties)){ 

    current_rows <- filter(facilityinfo, county_name == counties[[i]]) 

    current_ref_data <- filter(ref_data, county_name == counties[[i]]) 

    length_rows <- nrow(current_rows) 

    if(length_rows > 0){ 
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      for(j in 1:length_rows){ 

        x2_site_count <- current_rows[j,3] 

        x1_site_count <- current_ref_data[1,2] 

        x2_sum_emp <- current_rows[j,4] 

        x1_sum_emp <- current_ref_data[1,3] 

        x2_sum_sv <- current_rows[j,5] 

        x1_sum_sv <- current_ref_data[1,4] 

        current_rows[j,6] <- round((x2_site_count-x1_site_count)/x1_site_count,2) 

        current_rows[j,7] <- round((x2_sum_emp-x1_sum_emp)/x1_sum_emp,2) 

        current_rows[j,8] <- round((x2_sum_sv-x1_sum_sv)/x1_sum_sv,2) 

      } 

      return_calcs <- rbind(return_calcs, current_rows) 

    } 

    else{} 

  } 

   

  return(return_calcs) 

} 

 

#Name: prcntdiff_sumemp_plot 

#Purpose: Create plot of % diff. in emp versus year 

#Arguments: Dataframe contianing historic business records, name of treated county, 

#facility's estimated year of constructioin, text to be used for subtitle, 

#text to be used for label 

prcntdiff_sumemp_plot <- function(facilityinfo,analysis_county,constructionyr, 

                                  subtitletext,labeltext){ 

  return_plot <-facilityinfo %>% 

    mutate(highlight=ifelse(county_name == analysis_county,  

                            paste(analysis_county,"County",sep=" "),  

                            "Similar Counties")) %>% 

    ggplot() + 

    geom_line(aes(x=archive_version_year, y=percent_diff_sum_emp, group=county_name,  

                  color=highlight, size=highlight)) + 
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    labs(x='Year of Record', y= '% Difference in Sum of Employment') + 

    geom_vline(xintercept = constructionyr, lwd = 1, color = "#427E93") + 

    scale_color_manual(values = c("lightgrey","#D14905")) + 

    scale_size_manual(values=c(0.2,1.5)) + 

    ggtitle(label =  

              "% Difference in sum of employment relative to year of construction", 

            subtitle = subtitletext) + 

    theme_ipsum() + 

    geom_label( x=constructionyr, y = Inf, 

                vjust = 1.5, 

                label=labeltext,  

                size=4, color="#427E93") + 

    theme( 

      legend.position = 'bottom', 

      legend.background = element_rect(fill=NA,color="lightgrey",size=0.5), 

      legend.title = element_blank(), 

      legend.text = element_text(size=12), 

      plot.title = element_text(size=14), 

      axis.title.x = element_text(size=12), 

      axis.title.y = element_text(size=12), 

      panel.border = element_rect(color="lightgrey",size=0.4, 

                                  fill=NA) 

    ) 

  return(return_plot) 

} 

 

#Name: prcntdiff_sumsv_plot 

#Purpose: Create plot of % diff. in sv versus year 

#Arguments: Dataframe contianing historic business records, name of treated county, 

#facility's estimated year of constructioin, text to be used for subtitle, 

#text to be used for label 

prcntdiff_sumsv_plot <- function(facilityinfo,analysis_county,constructionyr, 

                                 subtitletext,labeltext){ 
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  return_plot <- facilityinfo %>% 

    mutate( highlight=ifelse(county_name==analysis_county, analysis_county, "Other")) %>% 

    ggplot() + 

    geom_line(aes(x=archive_version_year, y=percent_diff_sum_sv, group=county_name,  

                  color=highlight, size=highlight)) + 

    labs(x='Year of Record', y= '% Difference in Sum of Sales Volume') + 

    geom_vline(xintercept = constructionyr, lwd = 1, color = "#427E93") + 

    scale_color_manual(values = c("lightgrey","#D14905")) + 

    scale_size_manual(values=c(0.2,1.5)) + 

    theme(legend.position="none") + 

    ggtitle(label =  

              "% Difference in sum of sales volume relative to year of construction", 

            subtitle = subtitletext) + 

    theme_ipsum() + 

    geom_label( x=constructionyr, y=Inf, 

                vjust = 1.5, 

                label=labeltext,  

                size=4, color="#427E93") + 

    theme( 

      legend.position="none", 

      plot.title = element_text(size=14), 

      axis.title.x = element_text(size=12), 

      axis.title.y = element_text(size=12), 

      panel.border = element_rect(color="lightgrey",size=0.4, 

                                  fill=NA) 

    ) 

  return(return_plot) 

} 

 

#Name: prcntdiff_sumemp_groupplot 

#Purpose: Create plot of % diff. in emp versus year for treated county and all  

#control counties individually 

#Arguments: Dataframe contianing historic business records, name of treated county, 
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#facility's estimated year of constructioin, text to be used for subtitle, 

#text to be used for label 

prcntdiff_sumemp_groupplot <- function(facilityinfo,analysis_county,constructionyr, 

                                       subtitletext,labeltext){ 

  return_plot <- facilityinfo %>% 

    ggplot( aes(x=archive_version_year, y=percent_diff_sum_emp,  

                group=county_name)) + 

    labs(x='Year of Record', y= '% Difference in Sum of Employment')+ 

    geom_area(fill="#808080") + 

    geom_vline(xintercept = constructionyr, lwd = 1, color = "#D14905") + 

    theme(legend.position="none") + 

    ggtitle(label =  

              "% Difference in sum of employment relative to year of construction", 

            subtitle = subtitletext)+ 

    theme_ipsum() + 

    theme( 

      legend.position="none", 

      plot.title = element_text(size=14), 

      axis.title.x = element_text(size=12), 

      axis.title.y = element_text(size=12), 

      panel.border = element_rect(color="darkslategrey",size=0.4, 

                                  fill=NA), 

      panel.spacing = unit(0.3, "lines"), 

      strip.text.x = element_text(size = 10) 

    )+ 

    facet_wrap(~county_name) 

  return(return_plot) 

} 

 

#Name: prcntdiff_sumesv_groupplot 

#Purpose: Create plot of % diff. in sv versus year for treated county and all  

#control counties individually 

#Arguments: Dataframe contianing historic business records, name of treated county, 
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#facility's estimated year of constructioin, text to be used for subtitle, 

#text to be used for label 

prcntdiff_sumsv_groupplot <- function(facilityinfo,analysis_county,constructionyr, 

                                      subtitletext,labeltext){ 

  return_plot <- facilityinfo %>% 

    ggplot( aes(x=archive_version_year, y=percent_diff_sum_sv,  

                group=county_name)) + 

    labs(x='Year of Record', y= '% Difference in Sum of Sales Volume')+ 

    geom_area(fill="#808080") + 

    geom_vline(xintercept = constructionyr, lwd = 1, color = "#D14905") + 

    theme(legend.position="none") + 

    ggtitle(label =  

              "% Difference in sum of sales volume relative to year of construction", 

            subtitle = subtitletext)+ 

    theme_ipsum() + 

    theme( 

      legend.position="none", 

      plot.title = element_text(size=14), 

      axis.title.x = element_text(size=12), 

      axis.title.y = element_text(size=12), 

      panel.border = element_rect(color="darkslategrey",size=0.4, 

                                  fill=NA), 

      panel.spacing = unit(0.3, "lines"), 

      strip.text.x = element_text(size = 10) 

    )+ 

    facet_wrap(~county_name) 

  return(return_plot) 

} 

 

#Name: comparison_avg_calc 

#Purpose: Calculate avgs. of % diff. in emp and sv in control counties  

#Arguments: Dataframe containing historic business records grouped by year and county,  

#name of treated county, name of treated county 
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comparison_avg_calc <- function(facility_grpd_calcs, AnalysisCounty){ 

  analysis_county <- rename(subset(filter(facility_grpd_calcs,  

                                          county_name == AnalysisCounty),  

                                   select = -c(county_name,count_by_site,sum_emp, sum_sv, 

                                               percent_diff_site_count)), 

                            pd_emp = percent_diff_sum_emp,  

                            pd_sv = percent_diff_sum_sv) 

  comparison_counties <- na.omit(filter(facility_grpd_calcs, county_name != AnalysisCounty)) 

  working_df <- data.frame() 

  for(i in 2003:2019){ 

    current_yr <- filter(comparison_counties, archive_version_year == i) 

    working_df <- rbind(working_df, summarise(current_yr, 

                                              avg_pd_emp = mean(percent_diff_sum_emp),  

                                              avg_pd_sv = mean(percent_diff_sum_sv))) 

  } 

  return(working_df)  
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APPENDIX D: Maps showing location of facilities included in the spatial analysis 

 

Figure D-1: Transload facilities used in spatial analysis located in Virginia 

 

Figure D-2: Transload facilities used in spatial analysis located in North Carolina 
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Figure D-3: Transload facilities used in spatial analysis located in South Carolina 

 


